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ABSTRACT 
The growth of the international ship trade has raised the great concern about the impact of the 
ship emitted pollutants to the clouds and climate, air quality est. Apart from emitting large 
extents of sulphur dioxide which is oxidized to sulphate particles in the atmosphere; also ships 
emit full spectrum range of organics and non organics. These sulphate particles either by their 
own or in mixture with other emitted organics interrupt the earth’s radiation budget either 
directly or indirectly (via cloud properties) resulting in a net cooling effect on the atmosphere. 
 
The study used the Community Atmospheric Model version three or CAM3.0 with detailed 
aerosol and cloud microphysical scheme to investigate the effects of international shipping 
traffic on clouds and climate. The model simulation results show that the top of atmosphere 
ship induced indirect effect is highly uncertain and model based. The model calculated global 
mean value of -0.063Wm-2 to -0.121Wm-2, which contribute to about 3.3% to 6.4% of the 
total indirect effect of anthropogenic aerosols is three times lower than that of E5/M1-MADE. 
Particle organic matter (POM) and black carbon from fossil fuels (BC) contribute to about 8% 
and 16% of the short wave radiative flux due to shipping. Seasonally, the highest short wave 
radiative flux response due to shipping is on JJA which contribute to about -0.187 Wm-2 to -
0.102Wm-2 or 39% to 40% depending on the inventory. Over the Southern Hemisphere ship 
induced short wave radiative flux show an increasing trend of about -0.021Wm-2 to -
0.065Wm-2 or 17% to 27% of the global mean ship induced short wave cloud forcing. 
On microphysical properties the simulation results show an increase of only 3% to 5% for 
cloud droplet number concentrations  over the low marine liquid water clouds of Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans, where as the percentage changes in liquid water path has shown to be less 
than 1% both globally and regional.  Model results yield a ship induced sulphate burden of 
3.0% to 3.8%, and ship contributed BC and POM of 2.0% and 0.5%. For the lower most 
boundary layer of Atlantic Ocean, the model results reveals an increase of only 9% in particle 
number concentration of the Aitken mode (less than 0.1μm)), which is accompanied with the 
decrease in the weighted geometrical mean diameter of about 0.050µm to 0.055µm depending 
on the inventory, and only 3% increase in the accumulation mode particle number 
concentration which are approximately five times lower than that of E5/M1-MADE. The 
study results show a contribution of 9% to 17% of the total indirect radiative forcing (RF) of 
(-0.7Wm-2) of the year 2005 (IPCC, 2007) and 4% to 7% of the total anthropogenic sulphate 
AIE (i.e. -1.8Wm-2 for first kind and second kind) calculated by (Kristjansson et al., 2002). 
For the shipping the study contributes to 15% to 30% of the total indirect RF of (-0.409Wm-2) 
of the year 2005 (Eyring et al., 2009). Though the model simulations  of AIE due to shipping 
has been affected by uncertainties based on models and shipping emission inventories, but 
this results show a significant contribution to the cooling effect of the climate. Based on this 
contribution  the study generally conclude that the growing problem of ship induced effects 
on clouds and climate, which is enhanced by the growth of world sea-trade needs special 
scientific attention and considerations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1. Introduction 
 
 
The emissions of anthropogenic sulphur dioxide which is oxidized to sulphate aerosols from 
main sources including industry, aircraft and shipping has increased the induced forcing due 
to human interaction with the environment, by increasing the aerosol column number 
concentration (Lauer et al., 2007; Eyring et al., 2009: Sekiguchi et al., 2003). This have 
induced the interruption of the earths radiative balance (due to scattering of the light by 
sulphate aerosols) by altering the microphysical and radiative properties of clouds (sulphate 
acts as an efficient cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in clouds) Lauer et al., 2007; 
Kristjansson et al., 2002; Hasselmann et al., 1995; Mitchell et al., 1995a; Johns et al., 1997; 
Meehl et al., 1996, est.  
 
Not only the re-distribution of radiative balance, but also anthropogenic sulphate aerosol has 
been confirmed to have significant potential of modifying greenhouse warming (Taylor and 
Penner 1994; Mitchell et al., 1995b; Roeckner et al., 1995; Erickson et al., 1995; Treut et al., 
1996 where as the net combined effect is to cool the climate (Storelvmo et al., 2006) . 
  
Anthropogenic sulphate aerosols from shipping might cause both direct and indirect effects 
(Lauer et al., 2007), but for the scope of this study we will only confine ourselves on the 
indirect effects of sulphate aerosols on clouds (first kind and second kind) Twomey (1997); 
Albrecht (1989). The  injected CCN in a cloud cause the change in droplet size due to 
increased number of CDNC Lauer et al., 2007, which induces the change in LWP i.e. 
(reshaping the microphysical and radiative properties of cloud) causing global net cooling 
effect. Furthermore the decrease in droplet size due to competition of aerosols on moisture 
limits the precipitation efficiency or the cloud lifetime Albrecht (1989), thereby alters or 
enhances the increase in cloud albedo or reflectivity Kristjansson et al., 2005; 2002;  
Rosenfeld et al., 2002; Lauer et al.,  2007: 
 
The main goal of this work is to investigate the influence of emissions from ship traffic on 
clouds and cloud radiative forcing, thereby estimating (quantify) their contribution to the 
aerosol indirect effect (AIE). Globally the magnitude of the shipping effect can be seen by 
considering all emission data from ships at sea, in ports and deep sea observations, which has 
been reported to contribute to about 9584Kt/year of SO2 which is oxidized to sulphate 
particles Dalsoren et al., 2008. On average sulphur content in marine heavy fuels used by 
most ocean going ships ranges from (2.4–2.7%) EPA, 2006; Endresen et al., 2005, causing the 
SO2 emission to be high as exampled by Eyring et al., 2009 that the 2001 SO2 emission 
ranges between 8.7 and 12.03Tg(SO2)  
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Other studies have given different results for the contribution of shipping to sulphur emission, 
where by Lauer et al., 2007 indicate that shipping contribute around 8% of the present total 
anthropogenic SO2 emissions. For the surface levels concentrations, Olivier et al., 2005 and 
Dalsoren et al., 2008 come up with a contribution of 20–70% for SO2 and 40–90% for NO2 
for major shipping lanes, where as Capaldo et al., 1999 come up with the finding that the 
anthropogenic sulphur emission from ships are comparable to biogenic dimethyl sulphide 
(DMS), and the annual sulphur emissions from ships equals (or exceed) those of adjacent land 
based sources.   
 
The effectiveness of an aerosol as a CCN depends on its size and its response to water, but as 
far as the shipping emission inventories for different compounds including organic, non 
organic, Volatile Organic Compounds, BC (Black Carbon) are concerned, SO2 emissions 
from shipping are oxidized to sulphate in aqueous phase (in cloud droplets and sea salt 
particles) and also in the gas phase by the OH radical Dalsoren et al., 2008. 
 
Most studies has accepted that, most models treat organic carbon as partial hygroscopic i.e. 
they can act as CCN when externally mixed at high supper saturation (Storelvmo et al., 2006; 
Kristjansson et al., 2002; Lohmann et al., 2004), whereby in the same concern of estimating 
the supper saturation level for organics Dick (2000) and Gysel et al., 2004 have shown that 
their water uptake (CCN activity) can be even at relative humidity less than 100%. 
 On the process of increasing the ability of the droplet to take up water (aerosol activation 
scheme) organics (POM and BC) may decrease the surface tension of a droplet (Anttilla and 
Kerminen, 2002 and Facchini et al., 1996), though other studies have shown that surface 
tension could potentially counteract the delayed activation improved by reduced particle 
solubility (Shulman et al., 1996).   
 
This explains why we have to put more attention on studying radiative and microphysical 
effects of ongoing shipping emission to clouds because it has been recognized as a growing 
problem by both policymakers and scientists (Eyring et al., 2009), where the recent annual 
growth rates in total seaborne trade in ton-miles have been 5.2% on average from 2002 to 
2007 (Fearnleys, 2007), causing a significant annual increase in the fuel consumption up to 
217Mt by 2004 (Dalsoren et al., 2008). Also due to the fact that there is significant 
uncertainty on quantifying the effect of sulphate aerosols on clouds microphysics caused by 
high uncertainty in emission inventories (collection and consideration methods of fuel 
consumption data), fueled by little attention given to the growing world sea trade (Eyring et 
al., 2005b; Lauer et al., 2007) we have been convinced to contribute our efforts on this area of 
study. 
 
Among other reasons as to why this research problem is of interest is the fact that the indirect 
aerosol effect by ship emissions is not highly researched, only rough estimates for sulphate 
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plus organic material particles (OC) from global model simulations without detailed aerosol 
and cloud physics (Capaldo et al., 1999) are currently available. The overall indirect effect 
due to international shipping taking into account aerosol nitrate, black carbon, particulate 
organic matter and aerosol liquid water in addition to sulphate as well as detailed aerosol 
physics and aerosol cloud interaction has not been assessed in a fully consistent manner yet 
(Lauer et al., 2007). 
 
On the ongoing efforts of having well documentation of the microphysical and radiative 
effects of sulphur emissions from ships, Lauer et al., 2007 using the E5/M1-MADE General 
Circulation Model (GCM) estimated both the direct and indirect effects of shipping emission 
(including the sulphate, nitrate, POM, BC est.) over the coastal as well as deep sea for 
Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. Apart from the global mean changes of these effects, but his key 
interest was to examine and estimate both microphysical and radiative effects of these 
pollutants on cloud for the lower boundary marine liquid water clouds on lower troposphere 
level of approximately 1.5km altitude. As the way to reach his goal and addressing or limiting 
the emission uncertainty he used three different emission inventories including Wang et al., 
2007; Dentener et al., 2006 and Eyring et al., 2005a.  
 
On the same grounds of studying, estimating and quantifying the effects of ongoing ship 
traffic on environments and health, Dalsoren et al., 2008 used the global Chemical Transport 
Model (CTM) to strengthen the accuracy and validity of activity based ship emissions 
modeling, using the improved modeling tools and data sets. In his study he come up with the 
up-to-date ship emission inventory (which is now known as Dalsoren et al., 2007 ship 
emission inventory) and the quantified environmental impacts of the constituents of the ship 
emission including SO2, NO2, BC, OC and compounds associated from NOx est.   
 
In this study two inventoris, Dentener et al., 2006 and Dalsoren et al., 2008 with back ground 
model cloud (no ship emission) were used to investigate (estimating and quantifying) the 
influence of sulphate emissions on clouds and climate. The study is based both on global 
effects and localized regions of interest (the grids of the areas are defined in section (4.4.1)) 
over the high ship traffic areas in the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean. On achieving the stated goal      
the Community Atmospheric Model version 3 (CAM3.0) with detailed aerosol and cloud 
microphysics is used as a tool to study the indirect sulphate aerosol effect caused by the 
international shipping. For the performance evaluation of our model (C AM3.0) results we 
have compared our findings to that E5/M1-MADE and state the reasons on areas where the 
results from the two models differs.  
 
In order to reach the above stated objective the model output parameters including cloud 
droplet number concentration (CDNC and CDNCINT), cloud integrated liquid water content 
(LWP), cloud droplet effective radius (Re), aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550nm, cloud 
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optical depth (COD), cloud albedo (CA), sulphate burden and sulphate nucleation rate, 
amount of radiation, sulphur emissions, short wave cloud forcing (SWCF) and long wave 
cloud forcing (LWCF) were investigate. The reasons for choosing these model output 
parameters is the fact that overall aerosol impact of top of atmosphere (TOA) indirect effect 
(first and second kinds) is mainly determined by the relative and percentage change in LWP 
and droplet effective radius, which in turn depends on amount of CCN inject in the cloud, 
super saturation level as well as cloud liquid water content to activate the CDNC, which 
determine the LWP.  
 
The theoretical back ground of the above mentioned parameters with aerosols activation 
including condensation and evaporation schemes are explained in chapter two. The model and 
experimental set up are explained in chapter three, where as chapter four holds the 
experimental results, comparison of the results to other recent studies as well as the discussion 
for the intra model difference in results. Chapter five presents the results for the perturbation 
experiments, and chapter six closes the study with the summery of the findings and final 
comments.    
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CHAPTER TWO 
       THEORY 
 

2.1 Theoretical Background  
The influence of the aerosols on clouds and climate can be explained by analyzing the 
microphysical and radiative properties of aerosol on clouds. As explained above the sulphate 
aerosols injected in cloud are efficient CCN, they are expected to be associated with 
significant changes in CDNC as well as cloud droplet effective radius causing the change in 
liquid water path. This will influence the changes in short wave cloud forcing (SWCF) at the 
top of atmosphere for a given simulation mode of liquid water content (LWC).  
 
The magnitude of the effect is largely dependent on the amount of the CDNC or the CCN 
which in great extent modifies both the microphysical and radiative parameter of cloud, 
Hoose et al., 2009 found that constraining of the CDNC reduces the simulated aerosol indirect 
effect by up to 80%. This can be done by lower or upper bounding of the CDNC as evidenced 
by Jones at al., 2001, Lohmann et al., 1999, 2007, Wang and Penner (2009) EST. This implies 
that the above mentioned variables  to be among the key parameters in estimating the effect of 
the sulphate emission on cloud i.e. the AIE to depend on both Re and LWP( Storelvmo et al., 
2006). 
 
2.2 Governing equations of the microphysical and radiative terms 
Due to the importance of the above mentioned microphysical and radiative parameters it is 
worthwhile to explain the theoretical back ground behind these parameters. The radiative 
characteristics in any size distribution is represented by effective radius (Re) which is defined 
as the ratio of the sum of the third and second moment of the particle size distribution 
(Hansen and Travis (1974)), and depends on droplet number concentration Nc and liquid 
water content LWC. In considering the particles concentration over a given column of air of 
with specified height the effective radius will be defined as in Sekiguchi et al., 2003. 
Effective radius is defined as: 
 

re = 2
3

r
r  =

drrnr

drrnr

)(

)(
2

3

∫
∫                              (1) 

Where r is the radius of the cloud droplet, and n(r) is the cloud droplet number per unit 
volume.   
The cloud liquid water content (LWC) can be expressed as: 

LWC= drrnrw )(3
4

0

3∫
∞

πρ  = 3
,3

4
avcw rNπρ        (2) 

Nc =                                                     (3) ∫
∞

0

)( drrn
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Nc is the cloud droplet number concentration 
Where rv,a is the volume-averaged radius, and ρw is the density of water. 
 
The liquid water path LWP (W) is expressed as  
W =LWC x h                                                     (4) 
Where h is the cloud geometrical thickness 
  
The cloud optical thickness is expressed as: 

τc = l
e

ext rWQ ρ1
4

3                                          (5) 

Where Qext is the extinction efficiency, which is about two for wavelengths much shorter than 
Re. Under the assumption of monomodal lognormal droplet number distribution as well as 
liquid water clouds.  
   
The cloud albedo can be defined as the fraction of the incident solar radiation reflected to 
space by clouds, which depends on the drop size, liquid water content, water vapor content, 
thickness of the cloud and the sun's elevation. The smaller the drops associated with greater 
liquid water content, the greater the cloud albedo (i.e. the more the reflectivity).  Theoretically 
the cloud albedo is a function of scattering effect where scattering asymmetry factor has to be 
determined (by means of two stream approximation theory) and the optical depth which 
depends on effective radius and cloud droplet number concentration (equation 5) with 
extinction efficiency. For convenience and simplicity we can also re- write equation 5 using 
the GCM scaling efficiency β which is also used to obtain the Re from the mean volume 
radius where Rotstayn and Liu (2003) called it as spectral shape factor which describes the 
width of the spectral droplet size distribution 

3

2 .2
β

πτ HNre=                                            (6)  

Then using the two streams for horizontal homogenous cloud expression by Lacis and Hansen 
1974 we can write expression for calculating the cloud albedo (A)  

τ
τ
)1(32

)1(3
g

gA
−+

−
=                                          (7) 

Where g is the scattering asymmetric factor which can be given a fixed number or calculated  
 
It is well understood that different aerosol species of the background model cloud or aerosol, 
as well as the ship emissions occur in sizes ranging from Aitken, accumulation and giant 
aerosol. Since shipping increases the aerosol number concentration in the range of 
accumulation mode (Lauer et al., 2007), it becomes important to consider the life cycle, the 
aerosol size distribution and the activation of aerosol into cloud droplet number.  
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These parameters are calculated by the model at all grid points by using the algorithm which 
is treated as mono-modal and multi-modal lognormal size distributions as well as sectional 
size distributions [Abdul-Razzak et al., 1998; Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2002].  Whereas 
according to Storelvmo et al., 2006 the sectional approach would be the ideal application for 
the aerosol size distributions. The model treats fine mode primary sulphate POM and BC 
particles can mix either externally (e.g. Lohmann et al., 1999a; Tegen et al., 1997) or 
internally with other substances with a fixed ratio of the individual components (Haywood et 
al., 1997b) by condensation and coagulation, whereby at high relative humidity hygroscopic 
particles (including sulphate, POM and sea salt etc) grow by extracting water from 
unsaturated water vapor in the ambient air (Kirkevaag  et al., 2007; Storelvmo et al., 2006)  
  
2.3 Microphysical source and sink terms 
The  parameterization of condensation and evaporation schemes are calculated in the model, 
where as microphysical source and sink terms are given by equation (8)  derived by Rasch 
and Kristjansson, 1998 under assumption that cloud droplet can be lost through evaporation, 
precipitation, or through self- collection where as self collection term in the model is derived 
by Beheng (1992). The Rasch and Kristjansson scheme includes the prognostic equation for 
the cloud liquid water mixing ratio and is given by:      

EPSACWPRACWPWAUTCondAq
dt

dq
L

L −−−−+=                      (8) 

 qL = cloud liquid water mixing ratio, 
AqL = transport convection and turbulence 
Cond= condensation of cloud liquid water 
PWAUT=auto conversion of cloud droplets 
PRACW=collection of cloud droplets by rain drops 
PSACW=collection of cloud droplets by snow 
E = evaporation of cloud water liquid phase 
The precipitation term is divided into an auotoconvension term and two collection terms i.e. 
the liquid droplet collected by rain and that collected by the snow. The auto conversion term 
PWAUT is given by equation (9) as: 

( ) ( ) ( lcl
la

alaoutl rrH
N

q
w

qCPWAUT
l 33

3
1

2
, .1.1

−⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

ρ
ρ

ρ
ρ )                 (9) 

ρa= air density,  ρw=water density, r3l=mean volume radius,  r3lc= critical mean volume radius, 
and H= heaviside function {1 if r3l ≥ r3lc , 0 otherwise} 
Note that Cl,out and r3lc are both relatively uncertain (Kristjansson, 2002). 
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2.4 Continuity equation for cloud droplet number concentration 
To satisfy the need for quantifying the net effect of the aerosol indirect effect (which is 
uncertain due to high spatial and temporal variability of the aerosol and uncertainty of the 
emissions data) we also employ the Storelvmo et al., 2006 continuity equation for cloud 
droplet number 

( ) FreezSelfEEPSACWPRACWPWAUT
q
NNuclANdt

dN
l

lL
L

−−−+++−− 21    (10) 

NL =cloud droplet number (number density (number/cm3)) 
ANL =transport (convection and turbulence) 
qL=mixing ratio for cloud water (liquid phase) 
Self = rate of self collection of cloud droplets (i.e. coalescence of droplets not resulting in 
precipitation) 
Freez = freezing of cloud droplets to form ice crystals 
E1 = evaporation of cloud droplets for RH<100% 
E2=evaporation of cloud droplets for shrinking cloud 
 
On simulating the continuity equation the importance of each term can be observed. The 
nucleation term is mostly important at the lower levels, of the model that has high moisture 
content, with NH leading with large number of cloud droplets due to large land covered area 
as compared to southern, as well as high aerosol emission sources like industries (Storelvmo 
et al., 2007). 
 
Precipitation and evaporation processes are important sinks for cloud droplets. Evaporation 
which is proportional to the loss of in cloud water and CDNC is the dominating sink term for 
clouds at high latitudes and have a maximum dominancy at low latitudes around 30N, where 
as precipitation is an important sink terms for cloud droplets especially up to 600 hPa in mid-
latitude storm tracks (Storelvmo et al., 2007). The self-collection is highly noticeable at low 
level clouds because liquid water content is highest at low levels and decreases rapidly with 
height.  But this is not guaranteed in tropics due to high convection rates which transports 
cloud water aloft. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1 Experimental overview 
In this study the main technique used to investigate the cloud ship emissions interaction is the 
use of the climate model called CAM3.0 or Community Atmospheric Model version 3.0. 
Using this model, simulations for both microphysical parameters and radiative parameters has 
been conducted.  Sulphate column burden (SO4) and SO2 acts as the aerosol sources injected 
into the background of the model cloud, where as the Re, (AOD, COD and CA), LWP, 
column CDNCINT and the CDNC (at model levels 23:25 equivalent to an altitude of 0.33-
1.3km at the Ocean) were investigated for a parallel simulations of data sets (without 
emission, Dentener emission and Dalsoren emission). 
 
The response of these cloud parameters to both shortwave and long wave radiations were 
directly calculated from the model frame work, and the TOA shortwave cloud forcing 
(SWCF) and long wave cloud forcing (LWCF) were calculated. The AIE or the net cloud 
forcing was obtained by the description given by Storelvmo et al., 2006 i.e.  “We define the 
AIE as the difference in cloud radiative forcing (CRF) at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) 
between the control run and the pre- industrial (PI) run. The net CRF is the sum of the 
shortwave and long wave component of the radiative forcing (SWCF and LWCF), 
respectively”. Note in our study the control run is given by the simulation of the aerosol data 
with Dentener and Dalsoren emissions, and the PI (pre- industrial) is given by simulations of 
the data with no ship emissions.  
 
The expression used by Storelvmo et al., 2006 is mathematically formulated by Jones and 
Slingo (1996) as explained in Taylor et al., 1997. We will present results of TOA radiative 
forcing R, in this case due to ship tracks, as a change in the TOA net forcing thus, 
 
R = (SWtr - SWbck) + (LWtr - LWbck)                                      (11) 
 
SW is the net TOA shortwave irradiance; LW the net TOA long wave irradiance (where 
downward is positive); and the subscripts ‘‘tr’’ and ‘‘bck’’ refer to the ship track and 
background clouds, respectively. In our study R=> Net cloud forcing, SW => SWCF at TOA, 
LW => LWCF at TOA, where as tr => Dentener and Dalsøren emissions and bck  => 
emission data without ship (no shipping emission). 
 
The model simulations were conducted both online (with aerosol effect allowed to feed back 
on the model meteorology) and offline (with aerosol effect on cloud microphysics and 
radiation not allowed to feed back to the model meteorology) Storelvmo et al., 2006. The 
online model outcomes were noisy and not reflecting the geographical distribution patterns 
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which were expected as compared to other studies. The model performed three types of 
simulations where as annual, seasonal and zonal averages were calculated. 
Annual averages are intended to feature the global annual variations of the ship emissions 
effects. The seasonal averages are aimed to describe the seasonal variations of the effects, at 
what areas and at what time is the effect maximum and why. This was performed due to the 
fact that the seasonal mean aerosol concentrations have high temporal resolution as compared 
to annual mean for the changing meteorological conditions Kristjansson (2002). The zonal 
mean simulations were intended to show the latitudinal variations of the microphysical and 
radiative effects of the shipping emissions on clouds for different latitude zones.  
 
 
3.2 Model description  
 The CAM- Oslo model (Community Atmospheric Model version 3.0 or CAM3.0 [Collins et 
al., 2006]) is the latest in the series of global atmospheric models developed by the NCAR 
(National Center for the Atmospheric Research), and the model component of Community 
Climate System Model (CCSM), which has a major role in coupled climate system. The 
model is based on the advancement of CAM2.0; it includes ocean, land, and sea ice modules 
as well as a flux coupler. The model incorporates significant improvements to the physics 
package e.g. the generalized cloud overlap for radiation calculations, new capabilities such as 
the incorporation of the thermodynamic sea ice and a number of enhancements to the 
implementation (e.g. clear separation between physics and dynamics). 
The model runs with a horizontal spectral resolution of T42 dynamical cores with 26 vertical 
levels i.e. T42 (resolution of 64 latitude x128 longitude) or T42 (2.80 x 2.80 spectral grid 
transform) with a temporal time step of 20min. 
 
On initializing the model runs with a spin up time < 1 day, this is to insure that at any time 
desirable to start it runs with the exact state of the atmosphere with some of the past 
processes. In addition to initial simulations, it runs with two types of continuation runs i.e. 
restart and branch. Restart is an exact continuation of previous simulations from its point of 
termination and branch run is a new case that uses the restart data for the previous simulation 
to begin the integration.  
 
CAM3.0 has been extended to include a detailed aerosol module (Seland et al., 2008) and a 
prognostic double-moment cloud microphysics scheme (Storelvmo et al., 2006, 2007), which 
allows aerosol indirect effects to be calculated refer equations (8-10).  The cloud droplet 
nucleation, and activation (source term) as a function of updraft and super saturation are 
calculated by assuming the framework by Storelvmo et al., 2006 (refer section 2.2 and 2.3). 
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3.3 Aerosol optical properties 
The three intrinsic optical properties i.e. aerosol extinction (determines interaction between 
aerosols and radiation), single scattering albedo (determines degree of absorption versus 
scattering), and asymmetry parameter ((determines the degree of forward versus back ward 
scattering) are computed on the band structure of CAM 3.0 using Chandrasekhar weighting 
with spectral solar insolation. The aerosol types affected by hygroscopic growth at 80% are 
sulphate, sea salt, and hydrophilic organic carbon.  In CAM 3.0, the actual profiles of relative 
humidity computed from the model state each radiation time step are used in the calculation. 
The optics for black and organic carbon is identical to the optics for soot and water-soluble 
aerosols in the Optical Properties of Aerosol and Clouds (OPAC) data set [Hess et al., 1998]. 
  
For sulphate Mie calculations are used assuming lognormal size distribution with size 
parameters of median radius of 0.05μm and geometric standard deviation of 2.0. For volcanic 
stratospheric aerosols are assumed to be comprised with 75% sulphuric acid and 25% water, 
with log-normal size distribution which has an effective radius of 0.426μm and a standard 
deviation of 1.25. The bulk formulae of Cess [1985] are used to combine the optical 
properties of the individual aerosol species into a single set of bulk aerosol extinctions, single-
scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameters for each layer. 
 
 Calculation of aerosol shortwave effects and radiative forcing CAM 3.0 scale the masses of 
each aerosol species at runtime. These factors are global, time-independent constants. This 
provides the flexibility to consider the climate effects of an arbitrary combination of the 
aerosol species in the climatology. It also facilitates simulation of climates different from 
present-day conditions for which the only information available is the ratio of globally 
averaged aerosol emissions or atmospheric loadings. A mechanism to scale the carbonaceous 
aerosols with a time-dependent factor has been included to facilitate realistic simulations of 
the recent past. 
 
 
3.4 Experimental set up 
The experimental procedures were performed based on the following steps 
1 Conducting the test runs where by the yearly average Dentener et al., 2006 emission data 
was simulated into the model by using the online mode of simulations (aerosol are allowed to 
influence the model dynamics which again feedback on the spatial and temporal distribution 
of aerosol meaning that we allow the indirect effect to feed back into the model aerosol). The 
results were noisy and did not reflect the patterns of the expected results.  
2 Conducting simulations of the annual average Dentener emission data with the offline mode 
(not allowing the aerosol to feedback into the model meteorology) the results obtained here 
were very good without noise and provides good representation of the expected results as 
compared to other studies including Lauer et al., 2007 and  Storelvmo et al., 2006. 
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3 The Dentener et al., 2006 emission was successively removed, from the model CAM3.0 and 
replaced by that of Dalsoren et al., 2008 emission.   
4 Parallel simulations for both the Dalsoren et al., 2008; Dentener et al., 2006 and without 
ship emissions, the reference simulation (Lauer et al., 2007) were made under the offline 
mode, and the results were good and showing the same patterns as expected as from other 
studies. 
5 Experiment to observe the change in cloud parameters per change in emission were 
conducted. This was done to investigate how sensitive the clean areas are with respect to 
change in pollution  
6 As the way to explain why our results for the net cloud forcing are three times lower than 
that of Lauer et al., 2007, the sensitivity experiment without black carbon from fossil fuels 
(BC) and particle organic matter (POM) was conducted.   
 
Note: as explained in chapter one that the study will only focus on the indirect effects (first 
kind and second kind) of the sulphate aerosols in clouds and climate. But the model settings 
explained in chapter two for calculating the CDNC equation (10) and that of LWP equations 
(2, 3 and 4) will result low relative and percentage contribution of LWP and will not be able 
to distinguish the radius effect and the life time effect i.e. the model setting can’t resolve the 
effect of aerosol emissions on cloud life time which resulting from changes in the 
precipitation formation efficiency. In order to accommodate this aerosols effect on the cloud 
life time or precipitation efficiency, the settings adopted by J. E. Penner et al., 2006 should be 
adopted. 
 
 
This setting includes: 
(i) Changing the model horizontal resolution from 2.80x2.80 (T42) to 2.00x2.50 and the 
dynamical time step of 30 minutes instead of 20 minutes i.e. from the Eulerian dynamical core 
to Finite - Volume dynamical core. 
(ii)  Adopting the Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) formulation for the auto conversion (the 
rate of conversion of cloud droplets to precipitation), which is given by  
P = 1350ql

2.47Nd
-1.79 where ql is the in cloud liquid water mixing ration (kg/kg) 

Nd =A (mSO4
2-)B  where mSO4

2- is the mass concentration of sulphate aerosol at cloud base in 
µgm-3, A and B are empirical determined constants, where the values of A an B are obtained 
(from formula “A” of Boucher and Lohmann, 1995). 
  
Note that Boucher and Lohmann, 1995 relate the aerosol concentrations to droplet number 
concentration. This is important as explained in section 3.3 that calculation of aerosol 
shortwave effects and radiative forcing in CAM 3.0 lead scale the masses of each aerosol 
species at run time. Introduction of this formulation will lead to the increase in LWP for the 
present day simulation (J.E. Penner, 2006). 
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(iii) Because the second model setting has influenced the increase in the liquid water path the 
results in AIE between the these two settings (Storelvmo et al., 2006 and J. E. Penner et al., 
2006) will differ (i.e. the Penner et al., 2006 will yield large changes), the relative and the 
percentage difference between these two results will represent the absolute and percentage 
contribution of life time effect in the aerosols indirect effect. This has been caused by the 
difference in CCN and hence difference in CDNC between the two separate runs of different 
auto conversion rate schemes.    
(iv) It should be noted that in these three clouds water fields (schemes), one will be for 
advancing the model, and the other two will be for diagnostic purposes. Two changes of 
liquid water schemes should be for the no shipping emission and the last one should be for the 
inventory containing shipping emissions (Kristjansson et al., 2002).                                                 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

RESULTS OF ANALYZED CLOUD PARAMETERS 
 
4.0 Lay out of the results and discussion 
This chapter will be concerned with the presentation and interpretation of the analyzed 
simulation results reasoning and navigating to other studies for the comparison point of view. 
Model simulation results for both cloud parameters, for the runs with and without BC and 
POM have been be presented. 
Note: Appendix A contains map sections which have names of some places mentioned in this 
study, the reader is advised to look it in order to be familiar with shipping routes and areas.   
 
The results of ship induced effects on clouds has been based on emissions by Dentener et al., 
2006, whose emission estimates are based on fuel consumption statistics with SO2 emission 
total of 7.8Tgy-1 and Dalsoren et al., 2008 which have emission estimates of 4.7Tg(S)y-1). We 
have used two emission inventories in order to address the uncertainty due to different 
methods and considerations used to collect the emission data (Eyring et al., 2009; Lauer et al., 
2007 and Enderson et al., 2003), leading to the uncertainty of aerosol indirect effect (AIE) 
which is fueled by limitations to adequately represent aerosol amount, aerosol properties and 
aerosol interactions (e.g. the aerosol impact on cloud properties) in global modeling. 
 
4.1 Sulphur emission (SO2) 
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) which is the source of sulphate burden through the oxidation by the 
hydroxyl radical (OH) in the gas phase or O3 and hydrogen peroxide in the aqueous phase of 
cloud droplet (Lauer et al., 2007), was simulated both for the annual and seasonal conditions.  
The results apart of showing increasing of the SO2 emission level due to increased shipping 
traffic, it also supports other studies including that of Lauer et al., 2007, Eyring et al., 2009) 
that Northern hemisphere(NH) have more been affected by shipping traffic than Southern 
Hemisphere (SH). 
  
The model (CAM3.0) calculated global annual average SO2 emission due to Dentener  
shipping is 7.49Tgy-1 with the increase of 5.8%, this compares well with both the AeroCom 
data (7.8Tgy-1 or 3.8Tg(S)y-1), and 7.6Tgy-1 calculated by the E5/M1-MADE using the same 
emission data. For the Dalsoren et al., 2008 emission the model (CAM3.0) calculated global 
average for the shipping is 9.38Tgy-1 or 4.65Tg(S)y-1 with an increase of 7.2% of the back 
ground or (pre- industrial value). This model result of 4.65Tg(S)y-1 compares well with the 
4.7Tg(S)y-1 calculated by the Chemical Transports Model (CTM) model. The model 
calculated difference in shipping contribution between these two emissions inventories is 
1.89Tgy-1 which is about 25.23% of the global mean for Dentener et al., 2006 emission. 
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This percentage increase of the sulphur emission (SO2) due to increased number of ship traffic 
has caused the doubling of the global average AIE due shipping emission and perturbing 
clean areas like the West coast of North America (Tehuantepec Bay and Californian Gulf) and 
areas having lower boundary marine liquid water clouds (Low stratus, stratocumulus) 
including the coast of North East Asia and South Western coast of Africa (Namibia and 
Durban) to be very sensitive to this emission change see figures 13(a-c). 
 
The geographical distribution for the annual average sulphur emission figure (1a) have 
distinct peaks on the Northern Atlantic in the areas including Gulf of Mexico, Baltic Sea, 
North Sea, and the Southwestern and Western Europe at the areas of Norwegian Sea as well 
as northwestern Africa at the entrance of the Mediterranean channel. These areas have peaks 
values ranging from 2-5E (-12) kgS/m2/s, where the highest values (level) of emission is 
found on the North Sea and Baltic Sea. Over the Indian Ocean the areas including the North 
East Asia and Gulf of Aden are characterized by the increase of up to 2 and 3.5E(-
12)kgS/m2/s. Apart from the dense ship traffic areas, more low density traffic areas in 
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans are characterized by the increase of up to 1E (-12) kg/ 
m2/s. 

Due to its increased coverage, which was caused by increased ship traffic, the figures support 
our argument that the Dalsoren et al., 2008 emission has increased the forcing not only to 
Europe and America but also to Asia and Africa. On comparing the two simulation results one 
will find that figure 1(a) is intense in some area, but with wide coverage than figure 1(b) 
which is intense and covers only the main shipping routes  as agreed by (Lauer et al., 2007; 
Dalsoren et al., 2008). 
 
The shipping emission has increase its effect on 0S to 40S and 30N to 80N (see figure 2(a)) 
causing the increase in LWP and reduction in Re due to increased CDNC caused by oxidation 
of sulphur dioxide to sulphate which acts as good CCN. This is well supported by the findings 
of our study that over the SH shipping contribute to 0.442Tgy-1 and 1.62Tgy-1 equivalent to 
6% and 17% (see table 1(a)). But also the recent studies by Skjolsvik et al., 2000; Endresen et 
al., 2003; Corbett and Kohler, 2003 and Wang et al., 2007 come up with the report that the 
majority of the ship emissions occur in NH, where by estimates show that 80% of the traffic 
are in NH and 20% of the traffic in the SH Eyring et al., 2009. 
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                                    Figure 1(a)                                                                                  Figure 1(b) 
Figures 1(a  & b) annual shipping contribution for  sulphur emission due to Dalsoren et al., 2008; and  Dentener 
et al., 2006.  Note the dark blue color has values ranging from 0.05≤x< 1E (-12) kgS/m2/s and white areas have 
values less then 0.05E (-12) kgS/m2/s 
    
 On the aspect of seasonality, unlike the Dentener emission which has not been subjected to 
the seasonal changes of SO2, the Dalsoren emission has slight seasonal variations. These 
variations are more pronounced on the NH and in Northern Atlantic Ocean than SH and 
Southern Atlantic or Pacific Ocean. This seasonality for the Dalsoren emission is slightly 
shown over the JJA period (figures are not included) which is characterized by higher ship 
emissions. The only weak changes in its geographical distribution are observed at Greenland, 
Canada, Arctic Sea as well as Northern areas of North America.   
    

   
Figure 2(a &b) the zonal variation of sulphur emission for Dalsoren and Dentener shipping emissions 
 
In zonal aspect figure 2(a) show that there is an increased amount of sulphur emission of up to 
0.23x10-12 kgS/m2/s in the Southern latitudes ranging from 0 to 40S. Also at high latitudes 
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60S and 80S for the SH summer period (DJF) seasonal period the figure 2(a) has shown an 
increase in traffics over this latitude zone.  
 
 
4.2.1 Sulphate burden 
 AIE which exhibits large geographical variation is not only due to change in aerosol amount 
or burden in the atmosphere, but also other factors including surface albedo, solar zenith 
angle, cloud height est.( Kristjansson et al., 2002). As far as emissions are concerned the sign 
of the AIE is very dependent on the type of emissions under consideration (i.e. it is positive 
for the CO2 and negative for sulphate). This excessive aerosol loading alters the properties of 
the cloud and hence the AIE (Storelvmo et al., 2006).  
  
The global geographical distribution of the sulphate column burden and how it maps in the 
atmosphere near the ground surface is as shown by figure 3(a-d), where all figures support the 
fact approved by many studies that the effect of the anthropogenic ship emissions is more 
significant in the NH than in the SH (Storelvmo et al., 2006; Lauer et al., 2007; Eying et al., 
2009). With figure3(a) having the highest peak of up to 2.5kgS/m2 at areas of Baltic sea and 
North Sea, as supported by (Derwent et al., 2005), who has found that North Sea and Baltic 
Sea contribute to about 50% of the total sulphate deposition which occurs over Europe, where 
as along the western coasts of the UK and Scandinavia, contribute to about 10% and 25%  of 
total sulphur deposition from shipping  (Dore et al., 2006; Dalsoren et al., 2007; Collins et al., 
2009)).  
 
Sub peaks which are characterized by a change of up to 1.5kgS/m2 occur at Northern Atlantic 
Ocean in areas including Gulf of Mexico, North West Africa at the entrance to Mediterranean 
Sea, boarded by Portugal and Spain for Europe and Morocco for Africa, the English Channel 
and Gulf of Biscay. The remaining ship traffic areas are influenced by the change ranging 
between 0.1 to 0.5kgS/m2.  
 
The figure also show that there is an annual increase of the ship traffic from Southern part of  
North America to Europe as well as to NW part of Africa (Northern Atlantic Ocean).  
Comparatively figure3 (a) has more emission effect (wide coverage with little strength) than 
figure 3(b) which has only high strength. Figure 3(b) has only the strong highest peak ranging 
from 3.5E(-7) to 4E(-7) kgS/m2 over the areas of the Baltic Sea, North Sea, where other areas 
including the English Channel, the South Western coast of Norway are characterized by a 
change of 2E(-7) to 2.5E(-7) kgS/m2. Both figures 3(a & b) have highest changes over the 
Northern Atlantic. 
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                    Figure 3(a)                                                              Figure 3(b)  

  

                 
                                Figure 3(c)                                                                               Figure 3(d) 
Figure3 (a-d) the geographical distribution of the global annual and seasonal ship induced sulphate burden in 
kgS/m2. Figures 3(a & c)) are the global annual and seasonal (JJA) shipping contribution due Dalsoren shipping 
emission. Figures 3(b & d) are the global annual and seasonal (JJA) shipping contribution due to Dentener 
shipping emission. Note in the color bar the blue color has values ranging from 0.1 ≤x< 0.5E (-7) kgS/m2 where 
as the white areas are less than 0.1E (-7) kgS/m2 
 
The model (CAM3.0) calculated annual global average for total atmospheric sulphate burden 
is 1.76Tg with the shipping contribution of 0.051Tg or 3.0% and 1.77Tg with the shipping 
contribution of 0.0655Tg or 3.8% of the total atmospheric sulphate burden depending upon 
the inventory. When compared to total atmospheric sulphate burden of 1.511Tg with shipping 
contribution of about 2.3%, calculated by E5/M1-MADE using the same emission, you will 
notice that CAM3.0  result is slight high by 0.249Tg, also its percentage shipping contribution 
of 3.0% is higher than  2.3% calculated by E5/M1-MADE. This can be best explained by the 
intra model difference in chemistry and vertical transport in the marine boundary layer (MBL) 
(i.e. the intra model difference in the gaseous and aqueous oxidation of SO2 to sulphate 
particle and the distraction of methane and ozone (O3) by OH radical).   
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In view of both hemispheres, and as means of supporting the argument that NH is more 
affected than the SH, the model simulations for SH were conducted, and the results for the 
total SH atmospheric sulphate burden are 0.507Tg and 0.716Tg depending on the inventory. 
The shipping contribution is 0.0067Tg and 0.0158Tg, which are about 7% and 12% (refer 
table 1) of the global mean ship induced sulphate burden. This implies that ship traffic to and 
from SH has been increased to a significant extent, such that we can’t any more say that it is 
still pristine. 
 
Apart from annual mean, the seasonal and zonal variations were calculated, where by figures 
3(c & d) above are the geographical distribution of the ship induced sulphate burden for the 
JJA. We have chosen this season because it has caused the highest net radiative forcing and 
putting all other parameters like LWP, Re and sulphate burden est. at high values. The reasons 
why this season has high values are explained in section 4.6.1. 
 
Figure 3(c and d) reveals that there is an increased traffic which has caused an increase in 
both the strength and coverage of the sulphate burden over the Northern Pacific Ocean in 
regions such as West of North America at Tehuantepec Bay near Santa Cruz and Californian 
Gulf (figure 1(c)). Over Northern Atlantic Ocean the highest peak has been marked over the 
same areas but more in strength, where as an increase in coverage has mapped over the 
Norwegian Sea, the Arctic Sea and Svalbard. 
 
There is a marked increase in the traffic over North East Asia of up to 1.5x10-7kgS/m2 where 
as areas at Southern Asia also has shown the significant increase in burden as supported by 
(Eyring et al.,  2009). Further reflections reveal the slight North ward shift of the shipping 
effect over this period of the year implying that ship traffic is more concentrated at the NH.   
 
 
4.2.2 Zonal distribution of sulphate burden  
Figure 4(a - b) represents the results of the ship induced sulphate burden on latitudinal (zonal) 
distribution. Both of these plots support the findings that there is a higher level of polluting 
the atmosphere by ship traffic at the NH than in the SH, with 200N to 600N latitude areas 
being leading. Also both plots support that JJA seasonal period is the highest as supported by 
black peaks for both figures. 
 
An interesting feature is that obtained from the summer period (see figure 4(a)) that there are 
three distinct peaks of ship induced sulphate burden one at 400N-600N, and other two at 200N 
and 200S showing that not only in NH that cloud raditiave and microphysical effect due to 
shipping emission is observed but also over the SH low latitudes or (tropical to subtropical 
regions) over both Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. 
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Apart from the seasonal mean the annual global mean (green in color) is also peaked over the 
NH with a significant peak at 0 to 600N and 0 to 400S, showing that the increase in ship traffic  
has enhanced the increase in sulphate burden from 7% to 12%. Figure 4(a) show the 
distinctive features of an increased sulphate burden at high southern latitudes (60S to 80S) 
during the DJF. This can be explained by the traffic which goes to and from Antarctica to 
have peak at this period of the year as agreed by (Dalsoren et al., 2008; Shirsat and Graf, 
2009).  
 
 
 

    
                       Figure 4(a)                                                                                     Figure 4(b) 
Figures 4 (a & b) the annual and seasonal zonal mean ship induced sulphate burden;  
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Table (1a) the annual and seasonal changes in sulphur emission (Tgy-1) and sulphate burden (Tg) globally, JJA 
and the Southern Hemisphere for the Dalsoren and Dentener emission inventories 
 
variable (So2)Tgy-1 Δ(So2)Tgy-1 % Δ (So2) (So4)Tg Δ(So4)Tg % Δ(So4) 
Dentener 1.37e(+2) 7.49 6 1.76 0.051 3.0 
Dalsoren 1.39e(+2) 9.38 7 1.77 0.0655 3.8 
 The global changes  for  (JJA)  or NH summer  period 
Dentener 35 

 
1.89 
 

25 
 

2.05 
 

0.0572 
 

28 
 

Dalsoren 35 
 

2.35 
 

25 
 

2.07 
 

0.0736 
 

28 
 

 The changes on the Southern Hemisphere 
Dentener 20 

 
0.442 
 

6 
 

0.507 
 

0.0067 
 

7 
 

Dalsoren 21 
 

1.62 
 

17 
 

0.716 0.0158 
 

12 
 

 
 
Table (1a) is the summarized results of the annual, seasonal as well as the SH ship induced 
SO2 and sulphate burden in (Tgy-1, Tg and Tgss-1 => (Tg/season) for the JJA season). Note 
that the % contribution of the JJA and SH are relative to the global annual mean contribution. 
 
 
Table (1b) the seasonal changes in the sulphur emission (Tgss-1 =>(Tg/season)) and sulphate burden (Tg) for 
December, January, February(DJF), March, April, May (MAM),and September, October, November (SON) and 
their % shipping contribution relative to annual mean for Dalsoren and Dentener emission  inventories 

 
 

 

variable (So2)Tgss-1 Δ(So2)Tgss-1 % Δ (So2) (So4)Tg Δ(So4)Tg % Δ(So4) 
 The   seasonal changes for December, January, February (DJF) 

Dentener 34.0 1.85 25 1.48 0.0441 22 
Dalsoren 34.4 2.30 25 1.50 0.0569 22 

 The seasonal changes for March, April, May (MAM) 
Dentener 34 1.89 

 
25 

 
1.66 0.0505 

 
25 

 
Dalsoren 35 

 
2.34 25 

 
1.67 

 
0.0627 

 
24 

 The  seasonal changes  for September, October November (SON) 
Dentener 34 

 
1.79 24 

 
1.83 

 
0.0522 26 

 

Dalsoren 35 2.32 
 

25 
 

1.85 0.0689 
 

26 
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4.3.1Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD); Cloud Optical Depth (COD) and Cloud Albedo (CA) 
The aerosol optical depth is highly depends on the spectral parameter (wavelength), different 
wavelengths will result different values of the optical depth. The cloud parameters including 
AOD, COD and CA, Re est. are related to each other as agreed by Schwartz et al., 2001 who 
reported fairly strong spatial correlations of monthly mean AOD and number concentration 
with Re (negative correlation) and COD (positive correlation). Also K. Kawamoto et al., 2004 
has shown that as AOD increases due to increased sulphur emission, Re decreases. Both 
results (Schwartz et al., 2001 and K. Kawamoto et al., 2004) are consistent with Twomey 
conclusion.  Equations (5) and (6) provides the relation between COD and CA also the 
relation is agreed by (Eyring et al., 2009) that the brightness of a cloud or cloud reflectivity 
(CA) observed from space is determined primarily by its visible optical thickness (COD), 
which is potentially increased by perturbation of a cloud layer by ship-generated aerosols. 
 
Since for the fixed water content CDNC and COD are inversely relate with Re equations 3 and 
5, the findings by Twomey et al., 1968; Durkee et al., 2000c; Schwartz et al., 2001; K. 
Kawamoto et al., 2004; Lauer et al., 2007 and Eyring et al., 2009 will cause the slight increase 
in the LWP, enhancing the decrease in the Re of cloud droplets, leading to the increase of 
COD and hence enhance the CA.  
 
The annual and seasonal average AOD at optical wavelength of 550nm, COD and CA (using 
equation (5) and (6) for Qext = 2 and g = 0.85 for short wave length range (visible range)) was 
calculated for all grid points, where the results for COD and CA are presented in geographical 
distribution contexts and that of AOD is zonal presented.   
Figure 5(a-b) are geographical distribution results for the model simulated ship induced 
annual COD and CA from Dalsoren inventory. 
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                       Figure 5(a)                                                                 Figure 5(b) 

 
Figures 5(a-b) annual ship induced cloud optical depth (COD) and cloud albedo (CA) due to Dalsoren et al., 
2008 Note  the dark blue color in the figure5(a) has values defined by 0.1 ≤x< 0.2; whereas the white areas have 
values less than 0.1, for figure 5(b) the dark blue color has the values defined by 1 ≤x< 2x10^(-3), and the white 
areas are less 1x10^(-3) 
 
Figure 5(a) resembles to the geographical distribution of near surface sulphate burden (figure3 
(a)) both of them putting the more emphasis to the NH and supporting the argument of 
shipping emissions to have high effect on the 30N to 60N, but also the figure show that there 
is an increase in aerosol number concentration over the SH around 0S to 30S. The figures also 
support the conclusion made by Twomey conclusion that the increased optical depth is 
consistent with the additional CCN injected into the clouds. Thus why examination of figure 
1(a) and 3(a) reveals that areas influenced by high emission and burdens matches exactly with 
the areas having high COD (figure 5(a)) as well as CA (figure 5(b)). Not only had the 
matching of peaks and sub peaked but also the coverage and strength.  
 
For figure 5(b) the maximum values of cloud brightness are at areas with high response to 
SWCF, comparison of figure (5a) with figure 13(a) reveals that SWCF is mainly determined 
by the cloud albedo which is also a function of LWP and Re for a given value of super 
saturation or LWC. Also it agrees with the relation that ∆N/N=∆Re/ Re =∆CA this is clearly 
shown by figures (7b, 7e and 9b) and agreed by Kristjansson et al., 2002.   
 
The model calculated annual global average for AOD is 0.162 and 0.163 with the shipping 
contribution of 0.0013 equivalent to 0.81% and 0.00172 equivalents to 1.1% based on the 
inventory. These model AOD values at (550mn) are in agreement with the MODDI-MESIR 
(0.16) composite (Stier et al., 2005) but higher than that of Aero COM (0.127), as well as 
ECHAME5-HAM of 0.14 (Kinne et al., 2006; Feichter1et al., 2004). Other studies including 
the Krishna et al., 2004 during Arabian Sea Monsoon Experiment (ARMEX-II) campaign 
they found that; mean  monthly AOD at 500nm wavelength over the ocean 0.44 were 
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comparable to those over the coastal land 0.47, but were lower than the values observed over 
the plateau. 
 
In case of COD the global mean value (based on the variables in equation 5) gives the annual 
mean COD of 13.3792, 13.4189 and 13.3209 for the Dentener, Dalsoren and no ship 
emissions. This COD value is in agreement with satellite retrievals by Han et al., 1998 that for 
τ<15, over oceans cloud albedo decreases with decreasing Re. The ship induced value for 
COD is 0.0583 equivalents to 0.4% and 0.098 equivalents to 0.7% depending on the 
inventory. This slight increase in COD reflects the increase in the cloud brightness which is 
influenced by slight ship induced increase in cloud liquid water path (section 4.6.1) and 
decrease on Re (section 4.5.1). For CA the annual global mean shipping contribution is 0.0008 
and 0.0016 equivalent to 0.28% and 0.14% i.e. the ship induced CA for Dalsoren is twice that 
of Dentener.       
 
Over the dense ship traffic areas of Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean the study come up with 
high increase in AOD of about 0.00228 and 0.00251 for Pacific Ocean, and about 0.00311 
and 0.00348 for Atlantic Ocean. These values are higher compared to the global mean values 
of 0.0013 and 0.00172 for the two used inventories. We have not calculate the COD and CA 
for these areas but we have used the existing correlation between AOD, COD and CA as 
given in equations (2-5) to explain an increase in cloud brightness which is caused by the 
decrease in Re (due to increased CCN, K. Kawamoto et al., 2004), which will in turn induce 
the increase in the LWP. The results of the change in LWP in both global and regional will be 
presented in section 4.6.1   
                                                                                          
The seasonal global mean shipping contribution on AOD, COD and CA for the JJA show the 
increase in AOD by 0.00144 and 0.00197, where as the difference from the seasonal global 
mean to the annual global mean is 0.00014 equivalents to 2.7% and 0.00025 equivalents to 
3.6% of the annual global mean. This season yields a contribution of 22% and 28% to the 
annual global mean AOD. For COD the season has ship induced value of 0.0721and 
0.1191with the difference of 0.0211 and 0.0138 equivalent to an increase of 5% and 6%, and 
the contribution to the annual is 30% and 31%, where as for CA the ship induced value is 
0.0010 and 0.0018 equivalent to an increase of 28% and 31% of the annual global mean CA 
depending on the inventory. 
 
 
4.3.2 Zonal distribution of AOD 
The annual and seasonal zonal averages for the AOD figures 6(a & b), reflects a clear image 
of induced high concentration of sulphate particles due to high oxidation rate of (SO2) 
emission caused by increased ship traffic over the latitude region 30N to 80N with the peaks 
at around 40N to 60N. For the SH the zonal mean AOD reflects the impact of increased 
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emission level due international ship traffic, which has influence the ship induced AOD to 
increase from hemispherical annual mean of 0.00022 to 0.00064 equivalent 8.5% and 8.6%  
of the annual global mean AOD. This increase is found on the region between 0S to 40S, but 
also at higher Southern latitudes (60S to 80S) during the DJF season at the areas of Antarctic 
figure 6(a). Irrespective of the inventory used tropical to subtropical Oceans of NH (0N-20N) 
have higher contribution of ship induced AOD compared to subtropical Oceans of the SH 
(0S-20S)  
 
    

 
                                    Figure 6(a)                                                                                         Figure 6(b) 
Figures 6(a & b) the annual and seasonal zonal mean ship induced on AOD (550nm),  

 
 
4.4.1 Cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) 
The simulation of CDNC as given in equation 3 (empirical formula) and equation 10 
(prognostic equation) in both column and layers was performed by the model. The annual, 
seasonal and zonal average column CDNC was calculated by the model. For Ocean and 
coastal areas that are influenced by having high density of shipping ( these areas are most 
susceptible to modification due to ship emissions), hence the CDNC and Re at model layers 
23 and 24 equivalent to average altitude of (0.69-1.3) km and levels 24 and 25 equivalent to 
average height of (0.33 -0.69) km were calculated for the coastal and Oceanic areas including 
Pacific West of North America, the Pacific West of South America, the Atlantic West of 
North Africa, Atlantic West of Southern Africa and the Pacific East of North East Asia. 
 
This was not only aimed at quantifying and comparing the concentration and size of the 
CDNC in high ship traffic areas over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, but also differentiating the 
CDNC over the coastal areas and that over the deep Ocean as concluded by Bennartz (2007), 
that marine boundary layer clouds even over the remote ocean have higher CDNC in NH 
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compared to SH (Lauer et al., 2007). In practical view of the Bennartz (2007) conclusion, the 
model simulations for the Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean was also performed and the 
CDNC and Re (at the same levels) were quantified (see tables (3(b) and 3(c)) 
 
The model calculated global mean total atmospheric column CDNC are 2.41E(+6) cm-2 and 
2.43E(+6) cm-2 where the shipping contribute to 0.0258E(+6) cm-2 equivalent to 1.08% and 
0.0446E(+6) cm-2 equivalent to 1.87% (see table 5) for both inventories. These model  values 
are approximately at the same order of  magnitude to the global mean total atmospheric 
column CDNC obtained by other studies including Storelvmo et al., 2006; the satellite 
retrievals by Han et al., 1998; and are same as the expected value of the CAM3.0 model as 
given by Gettelman et al., 2008.  
 
The model calculated global mean CDNC for the JJA season are higher than the annual global 
values. Over this season shipping contribute to 0.0372E(+6) cm-2 and 0.0587E(+6) cm-2, these 
values are greater by 0.0114E (+6) equivalent to 11% and 0.0141E(+6) equivalent to 8% of 
the global average ship induced column CDNC depending on the inventory. The contribution 
of this season to the annual global mean is 36% and 33% (see table 5), which indicate that JJA 
season contribute to approximatelly1/3 of the annual global average. 
For SH the shipping contribute to 0.00683E(+6) cm-2 and 0.0228E(+6) cm-2 equivalent to 26% 
and 13% of the annual global mean CDNC, implying that the shipping traffic over this area 
has resulted the increase (not in size but in number concentration) of column CDNC.  
This growth is in agreement with the zonal distribution of column CDNC figure 8(a) as well 
the percentage contribution to the global mean column CDNC (refer table 5). 
 
The ship induced column CDNC for (figure 7(a)) show the wide coverage and distributed 
maxima and sub maxima over the Northern Atlantic in areas of South eastern America (Gulf 
of Mexico), Baltic sea, southwestern Europe (in areas including the Spain Portugal as well as 
the English Channel) and in the areas of North western Europe. These maxima or peaks has 
column CDNC of up 2.5E(+5) cm-2. Areas of Pacific west coast of North America 
(Californian Gulf) as well as the coast of North Eastern Asia, west coast of southern Africa 
and the east coast of Australia has been subjected with a change of up to (0.5-1)E(+5) cm-2. 
  
The % column CDNC figure 7(b) has not only mapped the high ship traffic areas, but also 
clean areas that are susceptible to emission change causing the increase in percentage change 
in column CDNC. This figure has a peak percentage change of up to 10% in the Northern 
Atlantic Ocean, also on areas of Pacific western coast of North America, and most of areas 
which are characterizes by low marine boundary layer liquid water clouds have shown to be 
susceptible with the change in emission (sulphate particles), and hence increase in percentage 
change in column CDNC. A sensitive case in this figure is the areas in Baltic Sea and 
Northern Sea which have shown a high increase in column CDNC but also the highest 
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increase in percentage change in column CDNC, indicating that either the area is not highly 
polluted or CAM3.0 has low background cloud CDNC (refer table 2(a)). Note that this 
mentioned area has been reported to be sensitive to various ship emission inventories such as 
Dentener et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007 and Dalsoren et al., 2008; and various studies 
including Lauer et al., 2007; Eyring at al., 2009. 
 
In figure 7(c) ) ship induced CDNC is mostly confined on main shipping route over Northern 
Atlantic Ocean, and being characterized with little coverage but high intensity of change in 
CDNC of up to 4.0E (+5) cm-2 in the areas of Baltic Sea, followed by sub maxima of (2.5 - 
3.5)E(+5)cm-2 in the Atlantic Ocean, where as other areas are mainly  subjected to a change of 
(0.5 - 1.5)E(+5) cm-2. The percentage change of CDNC for  (figure 7(d)) has mapped the great 
change over the Northern Atlantic Ocean of up to 25% in the Baltic Sea and North Sea, where 
as areas of south western Europe where the dense ship traffic occurs have been subjected to a 
change of up to 20%. Southern Atlantic, Pacific Northwest of North America, North East Asia 
est. has been subjected to little percentage change of up to 5%. Areas of western Greenland 
which has shown to have very little change CDNC has been subjected to a high percentage 
change of 8-10%, indicating that the area is more susceptible to changes i.e. due to its low 
back ground perturbation of (∆N/N) has agreed with findings of Taylor et al., 1997; Sekiguchi 
et al., 2003.                                            
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                  Figure7(a)       Figure7(c)                                               

  
                Figure 7(b)                                                                                    Figure 7(d)                                                                           

             
                       Figure 7(e)                                                                               Figure 7(f) 

       
 
Figures (7(a &b)) are the  relative and percentage change in  column CDNC (Ncm-2) or (ΔNc) and  %(ΔNc)  for 
Dalsoren et al., 2008; Figures 7((c & d)) are the relative and percentage change in  column CDNC (Ncm-2) or 
(ΔNc)  and %(ΔNc) for Dentener et al., 2006; Figures 7(e & f) are the percentage changes in  CDNC %(ΔN)  
with the model  level 23:25 equivalent to altitude of (0.33-1.3km) for Dalsoren and Dentener emission.  
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For the ship induced effects of lower troposphere, at an average altitude of about (0.33-1.3) 
km, equivalent to CAM3.0 (level 23:25 over ocean), the annual average change in CDNC was 
simulated, where by figures 7(e &f) represents the annual average percentage changes.  
 
The results show that the highest percentage change of roundabout (8-9)cm-3 equivalent to 
(10-15% Dalsoren emission) and (8-20% Dentener shipping emission) occurs over both the 
Pacific and the Northern Atlantic in the areas which are characterized by the low liquid water 
marine clouds. These areas include Northwestern part of Africa, southwestern Europe at the 
entrance of Mediterranean Sea bordered by Portugal, Spain and Morocco. Over the 
Mediterranean Sea, Suez canal, Southwestern coast of Africa, Australia, Red Sea and  South 
East to North East Asia CDNC has risen up to (2-4) cm-3 equivalent to 2-10% and 2-14%, 
where as Gulf of Aden the increase has been up to 6cm-3 equivalent to 15-20% and 15-25% 
based on the inventory. 
 
From these results we can conclude that the Dalsoren emission inventory has been very 
sensitive to the change of cloud droplet number concentration over areas with less frequent 
shipping traffics, where as the Dentener emission inventory has been less sensitive to these 
areas, also all inventories are more sensitive to changes in cloud droplet number concentration 
at low model levels than at higher levels.   
 
Based on the sensitivity and impact shown by changes in CDNC (figure 7e-7f), on lower 
boundary marine liquid water clouds, further analysis has been done on quantifying the exact 
changes of CDNC over the specific areas which has shown high sensitivity due to increased 
CCN.  
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Table (2a) Annual average CDNC (Ncm-3) and Re(μm) calculated by CAM3.0 for the low marine clouds (0.69-
1.3km) equivalent to model levels (23 and 24). Number in parenthesis are results from the E5/M1-MADE for the 
model level 16(0.61-1.1km) refer table 2 page 5068 of Lauer et al., 2007 paper. 
 
Region Dalsoren Dentener  No ship   
North America 
(155W-105W,18N 
39N) 

N=53.21 
Re=13.15 
 

N=51.47(119) 
Re=13.29(10.68)

N=50.94(118) 
Re=13.33(10.73)

North Africa (45W-
10W,15N-45N) 

N=58.11 
Re=13.19 
 

N=57.8(129) 
Re=13.22(10.24)

N=54.70(118) 
Re=13.44(10.39)

South America 
(100W-60W,37S-8S) 

N=34.66 
Re=15.14 
 

N=34.25(98) 
Re=15.18(11.70)

N=34.22(98) 
Re=15.18(11.70)

South Africa (20W-
20E,30S-0S) 

N=46.24 
Re=14.47 
 

N=45.49(116) 
Re=14.54(11.81)

N=44.80(114) 
Re=14.60(11.82)

Northeast Asia (110E-
170E,16N-35N) 

N=78.14 
Re=12.65 
 

N=77.26(115) 
Re =12.72(8.58) 

N=76.77(114) 
Re =12.74(8.59) 

 
 
 
Table (2b) annual average ship induced CDNC (ΔNcm-3) and Re (ΔReμm) calculated by CAM3.0 for the marine 
low clouds (0.69-1.3km) equivalent to model levels (23 and 24) numbers in parenthesis. And model levels 24 
and 25 equivalent to average height of (0.33-0.69km) the first numbers, for the grid box areas defined in table 
(2a). The numbers in bold are from E5/M1-MADE calculations for the model level 16(0.61-1.1km).  
 
region        Dalsoren                           Dentener 
 ΔN(cm-3) Δ(Reµm) ΔN(cm-3) Δ Re(µm) 
North America 4.16(2.27) -0.27(-0.18) 0.9(0.54)(1) -0.06(-0.04)(-0.05) 
     
North Africa 5.59(3.41) -0.29(-0.25) 5.02(3.10)(11) -0.25(-0.22)(-0.15) 
South America 0.64(0.44) -0.05(0.04) 0.02(0.02)(0) -0.0015(0.0025)(0) 
South Africa 2.17(1.44) -0.129(-0.125) 0.97(0.69)(2) -0.061(0.056)(-0.01) 
North EAsia 1.82(1.38) -0.132(-0.093) 0.64(0.50)(1) -0.039(-0.024)(-0.01) 
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Table (3a) annual average percentage (%) shipping contribution (%ΔN) and (%ΔRe) calculated by CAM3.0 for 
the marine low clouds (0.69-1.3km) or model levels (23– 24) numbers in parenthesis.  Model levels (24-25) or 
(0.33-0.69km) the first numbers, for grid boxes defined in table (2a). The numbers in bold are from E5/M1-
MADE results for model level 16(0.61-1.1km), Lauer et al., 2007. 
region        Dalsoren                           Dentener 
 %ΔN %ΔRe %ΔN %ΔRe 
North America 6.66(4.46) -2.05(-1.38) 1.44(1.05)(0.53) -0.46(-0.33)(-0.465) 
North Africa 7.14(6.23) -2.22(-1.84) 6.41(5.6)(9.32) -1.91.(-1.61)(-1.44) 
South America 3.44(3.21) -0.32(-0.20) 0.04(0.07)(0) -0.0098(-0.016)(0) 
South Africa 2.17(1.44) -0. 92 (-0.86) 1.543(1.540)(1.75) -0.396(0.414)(-0.085) 
North EAsia 2.42(1.79) -1.06(0.73) 0.858(0.648)(0.88) -0.308(-0.184)(-0.116)
 
Table (3b) Annual average ship induced changes on (ΔNcm-3) and (ΔReµm) over Pacific and Atlantic Oceans the 
changes are for model level (24- 25) or (0.33-0.69km) which shows the maximum sensitivity due to shipping. 
The numbers in parentheses are given for model level (23 – 24) or (0.69-1.3km). The bolded numbers are for 
E5/M1-MADE results for model levels 17(0.3-0.6km) and 16(0.6-1.1km) refer table 5 in Lauer et al., 2007. 
           Region                Dalsoren                   Dentener 

ΔCDNC(cm-3) ΔRe(μm) ΔCDNC(cm-3)     Δ Re(μm) 
Pacific ocean 120E -80W 
40S-60N 

 2.414(1.657) 
 

-0.148(-0.126) 1.951(1.377) 
13.7(4.2) 

 -0.268(-0.254) 
-0.15(-0.03) 

    
Atlantic ocean 75W-15E 
40S-60N 

3.244(2.22) -0.182(-0.156) 2.547(1.711) 
15.5(5.1) 

-0.141(-0.126) 
-0.17(-0.04) 

Global mean 1.15(1.03) 
 
 

-0.108 (0.088) 
 
 

0.879(0.167) 
5.9(1.8) 

-0.055(0.050) 
-0.06(-0.02) 

 
Table (3c) percentage changes (%ΔN) and (%ΔRe) due to shipping .The numbers are given in model level (24- 
25) or (0.33-0.69km) over ocean, which shows the maximum sensitivity due to shipping. The values in 
parentheses are for model level (23-24) or (0.69-1.3km) over ocean. Bolded number is from E5/M1-MADE 
results. 
           Region                Dalsoren                   Dentener 

%ΔN %ΔRe %ΔN     %ΔRe 
Pacific ocean (120E -80W 
40S-60N) 

 3.61(3.02) 
 

-1.16(-0.93) 2.92(2.51) 
5-10 

 -2.10(-1.88) 
 

    
Atlantic ocean (75W-15E 
40S-60N) 

4.70(3.96) -1.42(-1.15) 3.69(3.19) 
20-30 

-1.098(-0.929) 
 

Global mean 2.78(2.40) 
 
 

-0.83 (-0.62) 
 
 

1.58(1.43) 
 

-0.422(0.352) 
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Observations from tables 2 - 3 lead to the following key points.  
(i) Low marine boundary layer cloud over the NH has more CDNC than the SH (Bennartz, 
2007). Examples are the Atlantic west of North Africa (55-58 cm-3), while the Atlantic west 
of South Africa (45-46 cm-3) the difference (ΔN) of 3cm-3 for both inventories over Atlantic 
west of North Africa, but 1cm-3 for only Dalsoren over the Atlantic west of South Africa. The 
same effect holds between the Pacific west of North America (51-53cm-3) and Pacific west of 
South America (34-35cm-3) with ΔN of 2 cm-3 for Dalsoren and less than 1cm-3 for Dentener 
(See tables (2 to 3)). With the same places but with model level 24:25 (0.33-0.69)km, the 
Atlantic west of North Africa has the ΔN of 5cm-3 for both inventories, whereas over the 
Atlantic west of south Africa the changes has been only 2cm-3 and less than 1cm-3 . Over the 
Pacific west of North America the difference  has been 4cm-3 and approximately 1cm-3, where 
as for the Pacific west of South America the difference is very small, indicating less frequent 
shipping traffic over this area.  
 
 (ii) The model levels (23:24 and 24:25) (over the Ocean) for Atlantic Ocean has more CDNC 
than Pacific Ocean. At model level (23:24), ΔN of 3 cm-3 is higher in Atlantic west of North 
Africa for all inventories, than ΔN of 2cm-3 and ΔN of 1cm-3 for (Dalsoren for Dentener) in 
the Pacific west of North America. The same case applies to the Atlantic west of South 
Africa, and Pacific west of South America (refer tables (2 to 3)). For the model levels 24:25, 
the Atlantic north of west Africa has ΔN of 5cm-3 for both inventories, which is higher than 
ΔN of 4cm-3 and ΔN of 1cm-3 over the Pacific west of North America for Dalsoren and 
Dentener emission. For the case of the southern part the case applies the same that, Atlantic 
west of South Africa has higher change in CDNC than the Pacific west of South America. 
Neither E5/M1-MADE no CAM3.0 has found the significant change in CDNC and cloud 
droplet effective radius for Dentener emission over the Pacific west of South America. 
    
 (iii) For approximately the same range of Oceanic altitude (0.6-1.1km for E5/M1-MADE) 
and (0.69-1.3km for CAM3.0) and the same emission inventory (Dentener et al., 2006) and 
the back ground field (no ship emission), the E5/M1-MADE values of CDNC are quite higher 
than that of CAM3.0. This can be better observed by looking the contribution due to shipping 
(table 2b), example in Atlantic west of North Africa; CAM3.0 has the contribution of only 3 
cm-3, while E5/M1-MADE has a great contribution of up to 11cm-3. Over the Atlantic west of 
South Africa the CAM3.0 has a contribution of less than 1cm-3 but the E5/M1-MADE has a 
contribution of 3 cm-3, and the same case applies to North East Asia.  
 
On considering the percentage changes in CDNC for the cited areas and levels (table 3a) we 
see that the CAM 3.0 has lower percentage changes as compared to E5/M1-MADE except at 
Pacific west of North America where the CAM3.0 has 1.05% as compared to 0.53% of 
E5/M1-MADE. Based on these examples which are cited on areas with frequent shipping 
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traffic and characterized by the lower boundary marine liquid water clouds on average we can 
conclude that over Ocean E5/M1-MADE is more sensitive to change in CDNC than CAM3.0. 
 
 In case of changes in CDNC and Re over the entire land masked Pacific and Atlantic Oceans 
for all levels assigned, the model results (tables 3b and 3c) reflect that still there is a high 
change in CDNC over the Atlantic Ocean than over the Pacific Ocean, also for all levels 
assigned E5/M1-MADE have higher changes in CDNC than CAM3.0. This is evidenced by 
models results (table 4c), that over the Pacific Ocean at altitude of (0.33-0.69 km) for 
CAM3.0 and (0.3-0.6 km) for E5/M1-MADE, where ΔN of 13.7 cm-3 for E5/M1-MADE is 
much higher than ΔN of 1.95 cm-3 for CAM3.0. Whereas for higher level ΔN of 4.2 cm-3 for 
E5/M1-MADE is three times higher than ΔN of 1.4cm-3 for CAM3.0. The case applies the 
same for the Atlantic Ocean where E5/M1-MADE have ΔN of 15.5 cm-3 for lower level and 
ΔN of 5.1 cm-3 for the higher level than ΔN of 2.5 cm-3 and 1.7 cm-3 for the CAM3.0.  In view 
of the global mean, E5/M1-MADE results to ΔN of 5.9 cm-3 and 1.8 cm-3 which are higher 
than ΔN of  0.879 cm-3and 0.167 cm-3 obtained by CAM3.0.  
 
Based on these results of tables (2 to 3) we can conclude that over the ocean both models are 
more sensitive to changes in cloud droplet concentration over lower levels than over higher 
levels, but E5/M1-MADE is six to seven times sensitive at lower levels, and three times 
sensitive at higher levels than CAM3.0. The sensitivity of CAM 3.0 is decreasing oceanward 
and increases coastward, while E5/M1-MADE its sensitivity increases oceanward and 
decreases coastward. 
  
These two model results from tables (2 to 3) bridges in the conclusion that E5/M1-MADE is 
more emission change sensitive (change in CDNC) over the Ocean than CAM3.0, and 
because the shipping effect concerned is stronger over the Oceans, it should be noted that the 
change in LWP (section 4.6.1) which has significant contribution to the change in net cloud 
forcing (section 4.8.1) depends on the change in cloud droplet number concentration 
(Storelvmo et al., 2006). Since we have seen that in the aspect of change of CDNC over the 
ocean E5/M1-MADE is six to seven times sensitive at lower level and three times sensitive at 
higher level as compare to CAM3.0, this argument could satisfy to be among the reasons as to 
why E5/M1-MADE net cloud forcing is three times higher than that of CAM3.0. Detailed 
summery of the suggested reasons explaining why E5/M1-MADE is more sensitive to the 
change in CDNC than CAM3.0 is presented in section 4.10 
 
 The emission totals of Wang et al., 2007 and Dalsoren et al., 2009, which are (9.28 Tgy-1 and 
9.4 Tgy-1) i.e. are approximately equal, but due to difference in model chemistry, vertical 
transport and aerosol schemes the two inventories have different results on changes of CDNC, 
Re , LWP and hence SWCF (E5/M1-MADE values being higher than that of CAM3.0). 
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Through this example we can also conclude that irrespective of the emission inventory used, 
E5/M1-MADE is more sensitive to emission change than CAM3.0.  
 
 
4.4.2 Zonal distribution of column CDNC 
 Model calculated results of zonal average column CDNC for annual and seasonal bases are 
represented by figures 8 (a) and 8 (b). Both figures, apart from supports the fact that NH is 
more affected by consequences caused by the shipping emission than the SH, but also 
represents the summer and winter shipping difference in NH (blue and black curves) as being 
supported by various recent studies including Skjolsvik et al., 2000; Endresen et al., 2003 a.o., 
see section 4.2.1. 
 
Interestingly both figures have shown high column CDNC values over 300N - 600N which are 
known as strong storm track regions (Gettelman et al., 2008). These areas are characterized by 
deep layer clouds and deep localized convective clouds especially over summer periods.  
Latitudes 20S - 0 -20N (tropical oceans) are characterized by low shipping contribution of 
column CDNC than NH mid to high latitudes. Over the SH low latitudes 0S -20S the seasonal 
variation of JJA and SON has increased up to 0.5 (+05) cm-2 where as the annual zonal mean 
column CDNC has risen up to 0.3E(+05) cm-2. This increase of column CDNC reflects the 
increase in sulphate particles due to increased shipping traffic. Different from NH high 
latitudes, the SH high latitudes including the Antarctica are among clean areas in the changes 
of CDNC (Wall, 2005; Shirsat and Graf, 2009). 
 

                                   
     
                      Figure 8(a)                                                                                                       Figure 8(b) 
Figure 8 (a & b) shipping contribution on zonal mean column CDNC for Dalsoren and Dentener emission. 
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4.5.1 Cloud droplet effective radius (Re) 
The Re is one among the key parameters in determining the TOA SWCF and the net cloud 
forcing (Storelvmo et al., 2006). The decrease in Re reflects the first indirect effect due to 
increased cloud reflectivity (albedo) caused by increased particle concentration injected into 
the cloud for a given volume of air and hence CDNC (see equations 1 and 3).  
 
The annual global average Re calculated by the model is 14.38 μm, 14.35 μm and 14.42 μm 
for Dalsoren, Dentener and no ship emissions. These model calculated values approximately 
compares well with 14 μm of Sekiguchi et al., 2003; Gettlman et al., 2008, but are slightly 
higher than 13.3 μm obtained by Storelvmo et al.,  2006 using the CAM-Oslo and 10.31 μm 
calculated by Kristjansson et al., 2002 using the National Centre for Atmospheric Research 
Community Climate Model Version 3 (NCAR CCM3). The annual global average ship 
induced Re is -0.0738μm equivalent to a decrease of -0.51% and -0.0395μm equivalent to 
decreases of -0.27% based on the inventory. This decrease in Re is about 7% to 13% of the 
global mean reduction in Re (of 0.58μm) of the total anthropogenic sulphate emission 
Kristjansson et al., 2002 and is well agreed by him that, the anthropogenic sulphate aerosols 
lead to a general decrease in cloud droplet size, resulting in large surface area of the droplet 
and hence enhances the CA.  
 
This smaller reduction in Re is due to slight changes of high model values LWP caused by 
newly inject aerosols which are smaller compared to aged particles existing in the cloud 
(Lauer et al., 2007). Comparison of this result with other studies which deals on effects of 
ship emissions on clouds has been difficult because most of these studies including Lauer et 
al., 2007; Taylor et al., 1997 and Coakley and Walsh (2001) do not provide the global 
contribution of neither CDNC nor Re instead they were interested in localized area and 
specific levels. 
 
The geographical variation of Re has show high reduction in areas characterized by low liquid 
water marine clouds. The annual and seasonal (figures are not included) average geographical 
distribution of Re due to shipping is more effective in coastal and Ocean areas characterized 
by dense ship traffic and low marine liquid water clouds. Example figure 9(a) has number of 
maximum peaks of up to -0.6 µm over Northern Atlantic at the areas of Gulf of Mexico, 
North Sea and the entrance of Baltic Sea, Norwegian Sea, Barents Sea and Svalbard at the 
Arctic Ocean.  
 
Over Northern Pacific the peak is at West coast of North America west of Santa Cruz near the 
Gulf of Tehuantepec, where as in Indian Ocean the peak of up to -0.7 μm is obtained at the 
Gulf of Aden. Over the SH the only sub peak is obtained at the Atlantic South at the west 
coast of southern Africa. The peaks and sub peaks of up to -0.4 μm are mostly distributed 
over areas characterized by low marine liquid water clouds as stated by Lauer et al., 2007.  
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The percentage changes of Re has high values ranging from -4 to –5.5% at Northern Atlantic, 
where as areas of Pacific Ocean, Southern Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean are subjected to 
lower percentage changes of 2-3%.  
 
Referring to figure 1(a) you will notice that the area between Arctic Ocean and Greenland 
(both eastern and western) has low emission level, but figure 9a show that these areas has 
been induced with high reduction in effective radius of up to -0.6μm and percentage change 
of up to -3% (figure 9c) indicating that the perturbation of (∆Re/Re) have shown the 
susceptibility of the area due to emission change.  
  
In figure 9b ship induced Re is characterized by strong changes but with little coverage,  the 
annual average change cloud droplet effective radius has highest peak of -0.9 μm over North 
Sea followed by -0.7 μm to -0.8 μm at the Gulf Aden, Arabian Sea and Red Sea.  
 More reflections to figure 9a and 9b reveals that there is an increasing trend of reduction in 
Re over Southern due to increased ship traffic, where areas including west coast of Namibia, 
and some parts of Southern Mediterranean Sea have experienced a change of -0.2 to -0.3 μm. 
 
Unlike figure 9c the percentage changes of Re for figure 9d is mostly confined over Northern 
Atlantic with strong percentage increase of up to -7%, where as Southern  and southeastern 
Asia are subjected to high reduction of -6 to -7%, where as western coast of Namibia is 
having a percentage change of only -2%. 
 
 The common feature shown by figures 9a-9d is the fact that, unlike the Arctic, the Antarctica 
is not highly affected by ship emission either direct or downwind from the nearby sources like 
south West Africa. Among other studies which support this argument is that of Shirsat and 
Graf, 2009, which deals inventory of sulphur emission based on Antarctica. Their results 
show that though there is an indication of human presence in this area but the amount of SO2 
emission due to shipping are very small as compared to other regions. Thus why the reduction 
in Re has been small (compared to Arctic region) but significant over the region because 
figure 10a over the SH has the highest peak of ship induced Re at this region (60S-80S).  
 
Due to the fact that cloud parameters relate to each other (equations 1- 6) also their effect due 
to change in emission will resemble to each other. If we make comparisons with figure 7a and 
figure 9a you will find that these figure have the same pattern in almost most areas of high 
decrease in Re are associated with the high increase in CDNC. Also these two figures support 
the finding by Kristjansson et al., 200 that the sulphate anthropogenic changes in (∆Re /Re) and 
(∆N/N) relates with each other. 
 
The mode calculated global mean decrease in  Re for (JJA) season has raised up to -0.092 μm 
and -0.052μm, where as the geographical distribution (figures not included) has gone up -1 
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μm for some latitudes in both Northern Atlantic and Northern Pacific Oceans. For the North 
Atlantic Ocean at the belt from Gulf of Mexico to Europe including areas of North Sea, Baltic 
Sea and English Channel has experienced a change of up to -1 μm, where as areas including 
Portugal, Bay of Biscay est. has experience a change of -0.7 μm to -0.9 μm. Indian Ocean at 
the Arabian Sea has been subjected to a decrease ranging between -0.4 μm to -0.9 μm.  
Percentage change of -3% to -8% has been experienced on both Northern Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans, where as Indian Ocean and Southern Atlantic (west coast of Namibia) has fall up to a 
change of -1% to -3%. 
 
                         Figure 9(a)                                                            Figure 9(b)                       

                              

                               
                             Figure 9(c)                                                                              Figure 9(d)                                                                     
 
Figures 9(a-d) are the ship induced relative and percentage changes in cloud droplet effective radius, Figures 9(a 
& c) annual relative and percentage changes  due to Dalsoren et al., 2008;  figures 9(b & d)) annual relative and 
percentage changes due to Dentener et al., 2006. 
 
For the ship induced changes in size distribution and particle number concentration over 
lower troposphere, model simulation results for the changes in Re and CDNC which are 
tabulated in tables (2 to 3) yields the following reflections/deductions. 
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(i) The CAM 3.0 has high values of Re which are associated with high values of LWP for all 
inventories and levels than E5/M1-MADE. Example using Dentener emission the Re ranges 
from 12.72 μm over North East Asia to 15.18 μm over South America, but for the same areas 
E5/M1-MADE has smaller values ranging from 8.58 μm to 11.70 μm. The case applies the 
same for all other cited areas and levels (refer table 2(a)), as agreed by Storelvmo et al., 2006 
that the CAM –Oslo yields large cloud droplets with effective radii ranging from 14-16 μm 
over subtropical oceans and Arctic areas. 
 
(ii) For the model levels 23:24, in contrast to the changes in CDNC the changes in Re are 
higher in CAM3.0 than in E5/M1-MADE. Using table 2a the changes in Re over Atlantic (for 
both North West and South west) Africa and over North East Asia are higher in CAM3.0 than 
in E5/M1-MADE. Also the percentages changes in Re (table 3(b)) are higher in CA3.0 than in 
E5/M1-MADE. The highest percentage change in Re has occurred over Atlantic North West 
Africa where CAM3.0 has a change of 1.61% as compared to1.44% of E5/M1-MADE, the 
situation remains the same for all other cited examples except over Pacific north of West 
America the pattern is different, where E5/M1-MADE has high percentage change in Re and 
CAM3.0 have high percentage change in CDNC. 
 
(iii)  Over the Pacific Ocean, CAM3.0 has higher relative and percentage changes of Re for all 
levels selected (table 3b), whereas over the Atlantic Ocean CAM3.0 has higher changes over 
higher levels and lower changes over lower level. The global mean changes in radius are 
nearly the same for lower model levels but higher in CAM3.0 for higher model levels. 
In general 4/5 (or 80%) of the cited areas and selected levels CAM3.0 have higher percentage 
and relative changes in Re while 4/5 (or 80%) of these areas E5/M1-MADE has higher 
relative changes and 60% higher percentage changes in CDNC. The tabulated data provides 
higher intra-model differences in the changes of CDNC and lower in the changes of Re. 
 
There is a slight oceanward increasing trend of changes in Re in CAM3.0 and significant 
oceanward increasing trend of changes in CDNC in E5/M1-MADE. The influence of these 
changes of ΔN and %ΔN, ΔRe and %Re as well as ΔLWP and %ΔLWP to the net cloud 
forcing (AIE) in relation to equations 4 to 7 has been discussed in detail in section 4.10. 
 
From these cited examples (table 3a) we can conclude that E5/M1-MADE has higher relative 
and percentage changes in ΔN and %ΔN which increases oceanward and approximately the 
same changes in ΔRe and %ΔRe as CAM3.0, but in contrary CAM3.0 has lower changes in 
ΔN and %ΔN which decreases oceanward and slightly higher changes of ΔRe and %ΔRe 
which increases oceanward. Refer section 4.10 for the detailed summery relating ΔRe and 
%ΔRe  and ΔN and %ΔN  and the argument as to why E5/M1-MADE has net cloud forcing 
which is about three times higher than that of CAM3.0. 
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4.5.2 Zonal distribution of cloud droplet effective radius 
Figures 10(a - b) are the model results for the zonal average Re. Variations in decrease of 
cloud top Re due to shipping contribution are confined to the latitudes having frequent ship 
traffic. Reflections from these figures show that there is a great decrease of up to -0.3 µm in 
JJA confined at latitude 40N, this is contributed by the fact that (i) the ship traffic is dense at 
all periods except during the DJF (which reflects an increase in Re over the 35N to 45N 
caused by the decrease in ship traffic) season or NH winter period (ii) the area is among  the 
highly polluted zone (either by direct shipping pollution or downwind from other shipping 
routes) with enhanced high CA influenced by high concentrations of SO2 emission which is 
oxidized to sulphate particles refer figures 1a-1b and 3a-3d.  
 
The general decrease of about -0.25 µm for all seasons including annual (except for the DJF) 
variation is confined at latitude 60N to 80N, followed by a rapid raise at latitude 80N. 
Interestingly there is a significant increase in Re roughly at latitude 45N to 65N (indicating the 
decrease in pollution). Unlike figure 10a figure 10b reflects the sharp decrease of up to -0.45 
µm followed by an increase at the latitudes between 80N to 90N. This supports our argument 
that unlike SH Antarctic the NH Arctic is not safe from the effects of ship emission.   Over 
the SH figure 10a reports a general decrease in radius of up -0.05 µm at 10S to 30S for all 
seasons including the annual. But in contrast with figure10(b) which show a decrease in 
radius (of up to -0.1 µm) for the latitude zone of 10N-0S -10S, for the periods of JJA, MAM, 
DFJ and the annual, figure10(a) reports a slight increase in radius (of up to -0.025 µm). Both 
inventories have seasonal variation in Re with its peak value at JJA over the NH where as the 
figure 10a show an increase trend of the effect due to increased shipping traffic over the SH.   
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                             Figure 10(a)                                                                                       Figure 10(b) 
Figure 10(a &b) the ship induced changes in zonal cloud top effective radius  
 
 
4.6.1 Integrated cloud Liquid water Path (LWP) 
The LWP in (gm-2) which is among the crucial parameters in calculating both the radiative 
forcing of the clouds (Storelvmo et al., 2006) was simulated by the model. This parameter 
largely depends on activation (for a given super saturation level) which determine the amount 
and size of CDNC (refer equations 2, 3 and 4). The result of ship induced LWP which largely 
varies with geographical and hemispherical orientations (latitudinal variations) are presented 
in annual, seasonal, zonal and regional basis. 
 
The annual global mean LWP is 128.88 gm-2 and 129.01 gm-2, where the contribution due 
shipping is 0.18 gm-2 equivalent to 0.14% and 0.31 gm-2 equivalent to 0.24%, and for the back 
ground cloud the (no shipping emission) the global average LWP is 128.70 gm-2. These model 
values of ship induced %LWP contribute to 3% and 5% of the global mean percentage 
contribution due to anthropogenic sulphate emission calculated by Kristjansson et al., 2002. 
 
This model back ground value compares well with (124.7 and 130.5) gm-2 measured out of the 
ship track in Monterey Area Ship Track (MAST) campaign (Taylor et al., 1997) using  
microwave radiometer and near-infrared reflectance. While the values of (188.8 and 177.6 
gm-2) measured in (or inside) the ship track by the same instruments are larger than our model 
calculated global mean values of (128.88 and 129.01 gm-2), but this can’t be a fair comparison 
because the shipping signal can’t be easily evaluated by single-point measurements (Lauer et 
al 2007; Eyring et al., 2007). But when compared to somB and somBco2 (Kirkevaag et al., 
2007) our total atmospheric model values for the LWP are higher than (113.7 and 115.3 gm-2) 
of somB and somBco2 respectively. 
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When we compare the %LWP obtained from CAM3.0 with that obtained from E5/M1-MADE 
over Pacific and Atlantic Ocean we find that CAM3.0 values of (0.41% - 0.49% table 3(c)) 
are very low compared to (1-2%) of E5/M1-MADE. This high intra model difference in ship 
induced %LWP is due to the fact that CAM3.0 has smaller changes in ΔN and %ΔN (over 
Ocean) which results in smaller changes in ΔLWP and %ΔLWP, but E5/M1-MADE allows 
the higher % ΔLWP because: (i) it has a large percentage increase of 15% (Lauer et al., 2007) 
for the accumulation mode particle number concentration at the lowest boundary layer 
compared to 3% and 5%  obtained by CAM3.0 (ii) from equation (2) for a giver super 
saturation level and fixed LWC the high % increase in particle number concentration 
enhances a high increase in CDNC associated with decrease in Re and increase in LWP and 
vice- versa ) large changes in ΔN and %ΔN (over Ocean) resulting in relatively higher 
changes in ΔLWP and %ΔLWP refer tables (2, 3  & 4) . 
  
The seasonal global mean LWP is higher for JJA. If we refer to previous sections we will find 
that the sulphate burden, CDNC, (AOD, COD and CA), Re and LWP, all have both global and 
zonal mean values higher in JJA. The reason behind is due to the fact that during this period 
the rate of ozone production at NH mid to high latitudes is high due to increased ship traffic 
(Dalsoren et al., 2008). Ozone which has the roles of (i) production of hydroxyl (OH) radical 
which in turn oxidizes the SO2 in the gaseous phase to produce sulphate particle (ii) to 
combine with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the aqueous phase of cloud droplets, and produces 
sulphate particle (Lauer et al., 2007; Dalsoren et al., 2008). Apart from (i) and (ii) using 
equation (5 and 6) we calculated the contribution of COD and CA at the annual and seasonal 
JJA and find that global mean value of COD exceeds that of annual by 5% and 6%, and its 
contribution to the annual is 30% and 31%, where as for CA the ship induced value contribute 
by about 28% and 31% of the annual global mean CA (refer section 4.3.1) 
 
In quantifying this arguments ((i) and (ii) above) of having more sulphate particles (CCN) in 
JJA season due to increased ozone, the model calculated results of annual and seasonal (JJA) 
percentage increase in sulphate nucleation rate (i.e. sulphur mixing ratio per second i.e. 
formation of new particles per second) at model levels 23:25 show an annual percentage 
increase of 5% and 7%, and seasonal percentage increase of 6.9% and 7.0% equivalent to 
36% and 25% of the annual global % increase based upon the inventory used. Furthermore 
the geographical distribution of the sulphate nucleation rate at an altitude of (0.33-1.3)km, 
reveals that the sulphate nucleation rate is mapped over the Ocean (figures not included) with 
the highest values and coverage obtained in JJA.  
 
The global mean ship induced LWP for JJA period is 0.4gm-2 and 0.24gm-2. These model 
values contribute to 33% and 32% of global mean ship induced LWP. In reference to section 
4.5.1 we have seen that the annual % change in Re ranges from 0.27% to 0.51%, while in this 
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section we have seen the annual % change in LWP ranges from 0.14% to 0.24%, since these 
two crucial parameters for determining the changes in both SWCF and the LWCF (Storelvmo 
et al., 2006) are low, our expectation for the net cloud forcing is also low. 
 
 

 

              
Figures 11(a-d) are the relative and percentage changes (ΔLWP and %ΔLWP) due to shipping, first row figures 
11(a & b) annual relative and percentage changes in liquid water path for Dalsoren et al., 2008; second row 
figures 11(c & d) annual relative and percentage changes for Dentener et al., 2006. Note that for figures 
representing relative changes the dark blue in color bar is defined by 0.1≤x<0.5gm-2  and the white area is less 
than 0.1. For the % changes dark blue is defined by 0.05≤x<0.5% and the white areas are less than 0.05% 
 
In dealing with more frequent ship traffic areas with high amount of low clouds above the 
Oceans (i.e. susceptible areas) model simulates the change in ΔN (cm-3), ΔRe (µm) refer table 
(3c) and ΔLWP (gm-2) over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans for the model levels 23:24 and 
24:25. Table (4) show that LWP which has increased up to 0.41% and 0.49% over the 
Atlantic Ocean and up to 0.34% and 0.41% over the Pacific Ocean based on the inventory 
used. The results of Re in table (3c) and that of LWP in table (4)  reflects the influence of 
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these areas to be susceptible to changes in emission, hence caused high net cloud forcing over 
both Atlantic and Pacific Ocean (see section 4.7.1).   
 
The annual geographical distribution of the ship induced LWP, for both inventories have 
maximum peak at Baltic Sea of up to 3.5 gm-2 figure (11(a & c)), but figure 11(a) has many 
distributed sub maxima of 1.5- 2 gm-2 over different shipping areas, where as figure11(b) has 
sub maxima which mostly confined over Northern Atlantic. The seasonal ship induced 
geographical distribution for this parameter over JJA has peaks of up to 5gm-2 over the 
Northern Pacific (figures are not included), and distributed sub maxima over  the western 
coast on North America at Pacific ocean, and the Northeastern part of Asia.  
 
The annual %ΔLWP increase due to shipping has many distributed peaks of 1 to 1.5%. The 
interesting feature shown by figure 11(b) is that most of the areas having the peak % change 
of the LWP coincides with areas dominated by the low marine liquid water clouds over 
frequent ship traffic areas (refer Lauer et al., 2007 page 5072 figure 9). In general CAM3.0 
simulation results has shown the low values for annual % increase in ship induced LWP and 
% geographical distribution both global and specified regions (Pacific and Atlantic Ocean). 
Regarding the relation of LWP and CDNC (equations 2, 3 and 4), this can be clearly 
explained by the fact that CAM3.0 has small % change in number concentration of the 
accumulation mode size sulphate particle which acts as efficient CCN, and which is a suitable 
size for the activation to higher droplet size depending on the super saturation level                                 
 
 
4.6.2 Zonal distribution of liquid water path 
For the zonal distribution the model simulated results for LWP show the latitudinal agreement 
with all other simulated parameters, that the high shipping effect is observed over NH mid to 
high latitudes (30N -60N) or the storm track regions (Eyring et al., 2009), with little effect in 
the SH. This distribution has the higher values over the same areas as that of CDNC. The 
highest value for the mean zonal annual distribution is 0.7gm-2 and 0.65gm-2, where as JJA 
has highest value of up 1.1gm-2 and 0.9gm-2. Over high ship traffic areas the zonal difference 
in LWP between the annual and the seasonal (JJA) is higher for both inventories. This 
indicates that effects of shipping on cloud is higher over JJA, and is more confined at the NH 
mid to higher latitudes.  
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                   Figure 12(a)                                                                          Figure 12(b)               
Figures 12(a-b) are the ship induced zonal distribution of LWP for Dalsoren et al., 2008 and Dentener et al., 
2006 shipping inventories. 
 
The DJF (NH winter period) seasonal fluctuation has lowest values of column CDNC (figure 
8(a & b)), causing the LWP (figure12 (a &b)) to be the lowest over this period, where as the 
Re (figure 10(a & b)) reflects an increasing trend over the NH storm track regions due to 
reduced ship traffic over Winter period. In contrast to figure12b, figure 12a has reported the 
increase of LWP over the SH, with the DJF being leading with highest zonal mean value of 
about 0.25 gm-2 over higher latitudes between 40S to 60S. 
 
4.7 Long wave cloud forcing (LWCF) in (Wm-2) 
The LWCF or thermal spectral response is more affected by the change of LWP (Storelvmo et 
al., 2006) and contributes more to the second indirect effect. The model simulated results 
yields the values which are in good agreement with other studies. The global annual average 
long wave cloud forcing is 29.1939 Wm-2 and 29.1941 Wm-2 for Dentener and Dalsoren 
shipping inventories (present- day values), where as for the back ground model cloud or (pre- 
industrial value) the value is 29.1937 Wm-2. These values are slightly higher than 28.0 Wm-2 
obtained by E5/M1-MADE, but are slightly lower than 29.3 Wm-2 obtained by (ERBE) 
satellite retrievals. From these model results the shipping contribution on LWCF is about 
0.0002 Wm-2 equivalents to 0.0007% and 0.0004 Wm-2 equivalents to 0.00140%. Due to this 
very small positive contribution on LWCF, the net cloud forcing at TOA has been generally 
taken to be equal or equivalent to the SWCF, as suggested by Storelvmo et al., 2006. 
 
In principle the cloud-topped boundary layer without upper level clouds, has the long wave 
radiative cooling at the cloud top as a main source for the turbulence, where the energetic 
turbulent eddies effectively transport the cooled air near the cloud top down to the ground  
causing in a strong sensible heat flux at the surface. For multilayered clouds, radiative cooling 
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at the lower-level cloud top is significantly reduced due to the enhanced downward long wave 
radiative flux above the cloud, leading to a higher temperature of surface air and weaker 
positive sensible heat flux at the surface. 
 
This situation is highly determined by the amount of cloud LWP. The emission of LWCF 
from clouds is exponentially related to cloud LWP, where as for large LWP the cloud acts as 
a blackbody leading to decrease both the spectral and long wave sensitivities (Dan et al., 
2006). Before the threshold value of LWP cloud emissivity also increases with the decrease in 
effective radius (Dan et al., 2006). In case of SWCF the emissivity infinitely increases as the 
cloud LWP increases i.e. no threshold value which limits or saturates the cloud emissivity of 
SWCF.  
 
This argument holds for small model calculated values of ship induced LWP and Re (table(5)) 
which enhanced the cloud to emit low ship induced LWCF of the order of 10-4 Wm-2 
indicating that radiative impacts of shipping emission affects more outgoing short wave 
radiation than the long wave radiation. This is because (i) the water clouds have cloud top 
temperature which does not differ much from that of the underlying surface temperature 
Kristjansson et al., 2002; Lauer et al., 2007 (ii) The respond of LWCF to LWP is exponential 
related. Though the ship induced LWCF is very small but its zonal mean characteristics 
(figures are not included due to lower contribution on AIE) reflects the same fact that tropical 
to subtropical Oceans (20S – 0 - 20N) are characterized by relatively high ship induced 
changes in LWCF, also the NH mid to high latitudes (60N to 80N) are having high effects of 
shipping than SH. This distribution of ship induced LWCF have shown great reduction over 
the latitude zone of 20N to 40N. 
 
4.8.1 Short wave cloud forcing (W/m2) 
The SWCF contributes to around 99.7% of the AIE. The AIE largely depends on the changes 
of ΔRe (which enhances the change in COD and CA equation 5 and 6) and slightly the change 
in ΔLWP (equations 2 and 4), Other factors which determine the large geographical variation 
of AIE are the cloud distribution, cloud height, aerosol distribution, surface albedo and solar 
zenith angle (Kristjansson et al., 2002).  
 
The model simulated results of SWCF in annual, hemispherical, seasonal, and zonal as well as 
regional have been analyzed and plotted in both geographical and zonal orientations. The 
annual global mean SWCF is -53.75 Wm-2; -53.81 Wm-2 and -53.69 Wm-2 for Dentener; 
Dalsoren inventories, and no shipping emission. These model results are in good agreement 
with other studies including those which used CAM-Oslo as their tool of analysis among 
others are: -54.7Wm-2 in CAM3.0 of Collins et al., 2006a; -55.1 Wm-2 of Seland et al., 2007; -
54.1Wm-2 of Harrison et al., 1990; Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997 whom they used the Satellite 
data from Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)) and -52.9 Wm-2 of Lauer et al., 2007 
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using the E5/M1-MADE model. Here you will find that our values for global annual short 
wave cloud forcing at (TOA) even though comparable but are slightly higher than that of 
Lauer et al., 2007. 
 
The global mean ship induced SWCF at TOA is -0.063 Wm-2 equivalent to 0.12% and -0.121 
W/m2 equivalent to 0.23% (see table 5). This AIE of -0.063 Wm-2 for CAM3.0 is smaller by a 
factor of three than -0.19Wm-2 calculated E5/M1-MADE using the Dentener shipping 
inventory, and smaller by a factor of two to that obtained by the same model CAM3.0 using 
the Dalsoren shipping inventory. This model value of AIE due to shipping contributes to 15% 
and 30% of the mean shipping radiative components (-0.409 Wm-2) for the year 2005 given 
by Eyring et al., 2009, also contributes to 9% and 17% of the global mean total indirect 
radiative forcing of (-0.7 Wm-2) for the year 2005 (IPCC, 2007). Furthermore this model 
calculated indirect effect due to shipping contributes to 4% and 7% of the global mean 
anthropogenic sulphate AIE (of -1.8 i.e. life time and radius effect) calculated by Kristjansson 
et al., 2002. 
  
The changes in the cloud microphysics had significant impacts on the cloud radiative forcing, 
in reference to equations (2, 3, 4 and 5), and the model results of microphysical parameters 
can briefly explains why our value for the SWCF is small i.e. it is due to smaller contribution 
of model calculated relative and % changes of these parameters including Re of (-0.0395µm or 
-0.27% and -0.0738 µm or -0.51%) and LWP of (0.18 gm-2 or 0.14% and 0.31 gm-2 or 0.24%) 
based on the inventory.  In concerning with the above mention equations the decrease in Re 
enhances the increases of CA (equation 5 and 6) due to increased cloud droplet surface area 
which causes more reflection of the short wave solar radiation. This impact is in agreement 
with the Monterey Area Ship Track 1994 (MAST) where, when their cloud droplet size was 
reduced (in clean areas) the drizzle was suppressed due to increased competition for the LWP 
in the polluted ship track environment, and the net effect of changes in Re and LWP was to 
increase the CRF by a factor of 4 Taylor et al., 1997. 
 
 For the dense traffic areas including the land masked Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the model 
calculated ship induced net cloud forcing over the Pacific Ocean is -0.185 Wm-2 and -0.143 
Wm-2 equivalent to 1.5 and 2.3 times the global mean shipping contribution, whereas over for 
Atlantic Ocean the shipping contribute to -0.242 Wm-2 and -0.188 Wm-2 equivalent to about 2 
and 3 times the global mean values of the used inventoried (see table (4)). 
 
For the LWP over the Pacific Ocean(refer section 4.6.1) the contribution due to shipping has 
been increased by a factor of 1.32 and 1.9 times the global mean value, whereas over the 
Atlantic Ocean the shipping contribution  has been increased by a factor of 1.58 and 2.3 times 
the global mean value of the used inventory. Further reflections on these model results show 
that effects of shipping on clouds over dense traffic Oceans is higher than global mean effects. 
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Note that our regional results for the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans are also lower by a factor of 
3 than that of E5/M1-MADE. 
 
Table (4) annual mean ship induced changes of SWCF (Wm-2) at TOA, numbers in parenthesis are E5/M1-
MADE results Lauer et al., 2007. Grid boxes are defined in tables (3(b) and 3(c)). 
 
Emission Pacific Ocean Atlantic ocean           Global mean 
 NetWm-2  %ΔLWP NetW/m2 %ΔLWP Net(Wm-2) %ΔLWP 
Dentener  -0.143 

(-0.46) 
0.34 
(1-2) 

-0.188 
(-0.60) 

0.41 
(1-2) 

-0.063(-0.19) 0.14 

Dalsoren -0.185 
 

0.41 -0.242 0.49 -0.121 0.24 

 
For JJA seasonal variation, the model simulated results on SWCF reflect on the impact of 
higher emission totals, which triggers higher column CDNC (section 4.4.1) associated with 
great reduction of Re (33 - 31% refer section 4.5.1) i.e. increasing the CA (33%-35% refer 
section 4.3.1) and hence induced higher changes in column LWP (33% to 32% refer section 
4.6.1) and cause the combined net effect of increasing AIE over the season. 
 
Due to various factors in which AIE depends on (as mentioned above) and based on the 
reasons listed in section (4.6.1) including the high percentage contribution on the amount of 
radiation for JJA. The ship induced SWCF for JJA has risen from annual global mean of (-
0.063 Wm-2 and -0.121 Wm-2) up to seasonal global mean of (-0.102 Wm-2 and -0.187 Wm-2) 
showing an increase of (-0.039 Wm-2 or 15% and -0.066 Wm-2 or 14% of the global mean 
SWCF), i.e. this season SWCF due to shipping is (1.62 and 1.55) times the annual global 
value of the used inventories (see table (5)). In comparing with other seasons (DJF, MAM, 
JJA and SON) this season has the highest contribution of about 40% and 39% of the global 
mean SWCF. This high radiative and microphysical effect not only reflects the reasons 
mentioned in section 4.6.1, but also the maximum solar insolation time especially over the 
NH which is characterized by more land cover. 
 
On examining the influence of increased sulphur emission level over the SH (section 4.1.1), 
the model simulated results for SWCF over this region is more sensitive to Dalsoren shipping 
inventory than the Dentener. The annual hemispherical average shipping contribution for 
SWCF over the SH is -0.021 Wm-2 and -0.065 Wm-2 depending on the inventory, These 
values are about 17% and 27% of the global average annual ship induced net cloud forcing 
(see table 5). This % contribution of SWCF due to Dalsoren over SH is about 1.7 times that of 
Dentener, showing an increase of the radiative effect of clouds which can be explained by the 
fact that, though SH is not highly polluted but its background cloud microphysical conditions 
are susceptible to emission changes, causing the level of impact to be raised as supported by 
Taylor et al., 1997. 
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Tables (5 and 6) give a clear picture on how (i.e. to what extent) the shipping emissions affect 
the microphysical and radiative properties of clouds, and reflect on both the first and second 
indirect effects of the emissions (aerosol) on clouds. In global context the lowest contribution 
of the net cloud forcing (due to shipping) occurs in the SH summer period (DJF). Over NH 
this period is characterized by long periods of low temperature associated with ice and snow 
falls hence limiting the frequency of ship traffic.  
 
Table (5) the model results for cloud parameters including SWCF (wm-2), Re(µm), LWP and column CDNC and 
their percentage % contribution relative to the annual mean shipping contribution . Bolded numbers in 
parenthesis are the % contribution to the annual SWCF. 
  
 The global mean value and their percentage shipping contributions 
Variable Net(wm-2) ΔRe(µm) %ΔRe Δlwp(gm-2) %Δlwp ΔN(Ncm-2) % ΔN 
Dentener -0.063 

 
-0.0395 
 

-0.271 
 

0.18 
 

0.14 
 

0.0258e(+6) 
 

1.08 

Dalsoren -0.121 
 

-0.0738 -0.509 
 

0.31 
 

0.24 
 

0.0446e(+6) 
 

1.87 
 

 The  seasonal changes for (JJA)  or the Northern Hemisphere summer period 
Dentener -0.102(40%) 

 
-0.0520 
 

32.91 
 

0.24 
 

33 
 

0.0372e(+6) 
 

36 
 

Dalsoren -0.187(39%) 
 

-0.0921 
 

31.16 
 

0.40 
 

32 
 

0.0587e(+6) 
 

33 
 

 The hemispherical changes on the southern hemisphere 
Dentener -0.021(17%) 

 
-0.0117 
 

14.81 0.06 
 

17 
 

0.00683e(+6) 
 

13 
 

Dalsoren -0.065(27%) 
 

-0.0407 
 

27.57 
 

0.18 
 

29 
 

0.0228e(+06) 
 
 

26 
 

 
 
 
In contrast to NH, over the SH, DJF period is characterized by humid atmospheric conditions 
associated with localized deep convective clouds.  For this season the peak ship induced net 
cloud forcing is observed at SH regions of (0 to 20S) and (60S to 80S) see figure 14(a), this is 
influenced by increased traffic of bulk ships at high southern latitudes (Dalsoren et al., 2008) 
i.e. this high contribution of cloud forcing is due to ship traffic to and from Antarctica  
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Table (6) the model results for the seasonal variation of cloud parameters including SWCF (wm-2),  Re(µm), 
column LWP (gm-2) and the column CDNC (N cm-2) and their % contribution relative to the annual contribution. 
Bolded numbers in parenthesis are the % contribution to the annual SWCF cloud forcing.  
 

 

 

 The seasonal changes for December, January and February (DJF) 
Variable Net(wm-2) ΔRe(µm) %ΔRe Δlwp(gm-2) %Δlwp ΔN(Ncm-2) % ΔN 
Dentener -0.034(13%) 

 
 

-0.0262 
 
 

17 
 

0.14 
 
 

19 
 

0.0185E(+6) 
 

18 
 

Dalsoren -0.079(16%) 
 
 

-0.0563 
 

19 
 

0.26 
 

21 
 

0.0351E(+6) 
 
 

20 
 

 The  seasonal changes for March, April and May (MAM) 
Dentener -0.060(24%) 

 
-0.0381 
 
 

24.36 
 

0.15 
 
 

21 
 

0.0213E(+6) 
 
 

21 
 

Dalsoren -0.113(23%) 
 
 

-0.0727 
 
 

24.76 
 

0.28 
 
 

23 
 

0.0390E(+6) 
 
 

22 
 

 The  seasonal changes for the September, October and November (SON) 
Dentener -0.053(21%) 

 
 

-0.0405 
 
 

26 
 

0.18 
 
 

25 0.0258E(+6) 
 
 

25 
 

Dalsoren -0.101(21%) 
 
 

-0.0729 
 
 

25 
 

0.30 
 
 

24 0.0443E(+6) 
 
 

25 
 

 
The geographical distribution on ship induced SWCF figure 13(a-b) show more effects of 
shipping are mapped over North Atlantic Ocean, but figure 13(a) show the highest peak value 
of about -1.5 Wm-2 to -2.5 Wm-2 over the west coast of North America at the Tehuantepec bay 
near Santa Cruz and in Northern Pacific Ocean and at Baltic Sea for the Northern Atlantic 
Ocean. Other sub peaks of up to -1 Wm-2 are mapped  in both Oceans mostly over the 
northern parts including areas of Californian Gulf, Gulf of Mexico, the west coast of Portugal 
and Spain, the North Sea and Baltic Sea, where as in the Southern Atlantic the West coast of 
South Africa at Durban. Over the Indian Ocean Gulf of Aden and east coast of North East 
Asia are characterized by a change of up to -1 W/m2. For figure 13(b) the highest changes of 
up -2 W/m2 to -2.5 W/m2 occurred at Baltic Sea followed by -1.5 W/m2 at the west coast of 
Portugal and Spain.                          
 
The highest changes in ship induced SWCF (of up to -4.5 W/m2) are obtained during the JJA 
seasonal period (figures are not included) and they are more confined over the NH (for both 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans) with small changes mapped to the SH. Over this period not only 
areas with high emission rates but also some low emission rate and clean areas are affected by 
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high changes in SWCF, areas including the Californian Gulf and others are among the 
affected. 
 
                   Figure 13(a)                                                                 Figure 13(b) 

 

 
                                          Figure 13(c) 
Figures 13(a-b) are the ship induced changes on short wave cloud forcing.  Figure 13(c) The contribution of  
POM and BC on short wave cloud forcing. Note in Figure 13(c) the dark red represents the values of -
0.01≤x<0.05 Wm-2, where as in figure 13(a-b) the dark red represents the values -0.02≤x<-0.05 Wm-2. 
 
 
 
4.8.2 Zonal mean distribution of SWCF 
In the context of the zonal variations, figure 14 (a & b) are the results of model calculated 
zonal averages on SWCF. This zonal mean distribution due to shipping has its peak value 
over the latitudes which are characterized by high ship traffic (Lauer et al., 2007) and storm 
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track regions (Gettelman et al., 2008) with more effect over the NH than SH. The annual and 
most seasonal zonal mean  for MAM, JJA and SON have their peak value at latitudes ranging 
from 40N to 60N, but DJF has its peak values of up to -0.15 Wm-2 over the SH tropical region 
(0S to 20S) and high latitude region (60S to 80S) figure 14(a).  
  
Both figures for all simulations (annual and seasonal) show high values of ship induced 
SWCF  at the subtropical regions of 20S to 20N, as in agreement with the findings of 
Gettelman et al., 2008; Rasch and Kristjansson, 1998. More reflections show that figure 14(a) 
has influence an increased amount of SWCF over the SH than figure 14(b).  
 

        
                        Figure 14(a)                                                                                  Figure 14(b) 
 
 Figures 14(a & b) the ship induced zonal distribution for the annual and seasonal average on SWCF due to 
Dalsoren and Dentener emission inventories.  
 
The highest values of the zonal mean shipping contribution are seen over the JJA season 
(black curve), which have values ringing from -0.5 Wm-2 to -0.7 Wm-2 and are well agreed by 
both table (5) and figures 14(a& b) that, this seasonal period have high percentage 
contribution of SWCF ranging from 40% and 39% of the annual mean ship induced SWCF 
(green curve)  
 
The zonal plots of cloud droplet effective radius (figure 10(a & b)), integrated cloud liquid 
water path (figure 13(a & b)) and SWCF figure 14(a & b), all have their high values at mid to 
high latitudes especially (40N-60N) showing high ship induced aerosol loadings as a result of 
dense ship traffic (over the region) or downwind advection from shipping routes in this 
latitude zone causing high changes in microphysical and radiative properties of cloud. This is 
well agreed by recent studies including Lauer et al., 2007; Storelvmo et al., 2006; Eyring et 
al., 2009 and more others.   
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4.9 Contribution of POM and BC 
This sensitivity experiment of removing POM and BC in the background cloud model or no 
ship emission is mainly aimed to be among the reasons as why the CAM3.0 AIE is lower than 
that of E5/M1-MADE. In this experiment both of two (POM and BC) were removed at a goal 
and not one at a time. Note that the first offline simulations which we have conducted were 
including these ship emitted particles in all three emission inventories (i.e. Dalsoren, Dentener 
and the no shipping emissions). 
 
Organic particles (POM and BC) has not only contributed to the increase on the amount of 
CCN by either externally or internally mixing with ship injected sulphate particles, but also 
they are responsible for influencing the CCN growth rates by enhancing the number 
concentration of particles containing sulphate and redistribute sulphate to lager and more 
active particle size (Shantz et al., 2008; Bilde and Svenningson, 2004; Lohmann et al., 2004). 
In general organics play an important role in the cloud activation when internally mixed even 
with small amounts of sulphate and sea salt, as agreed by Abbatt et al., 2005; Bilde and 
Svenningson, 2004 Lohmann et al., 2004, that addition of even few percent of inorganic 
material (by mass) to a mostly insoluble organic can have a large impact on the CCN 
activation.  
 
In reference to equation (11) if TOA SWCF of the pre-industrial and the present-day 
emissions are relatively high AIE will be small. In order to have large value of AIE we have 
to limit the increase in the amount of CDNC by either limiting the LWC i.e. limiting the 
activation scheme or remove the aerosol particles (aerosol pre-casers) which influence the 
growth rates of CCN into CDNC. Hence removal of the POM and BC in the back ground 
emission is among the simple and convenient alternative.     
 
In estimating the role of organics in shaping the properties of clouds, the sensitivity 
experiment aimed at calculating the percentage shipping contribution of organics to AEI was 
conducted. The model simulated results for these organic particles from simulation with and 
without BC and POM are 0.1275 Tg and 0.1249 Tg for BC, where ship induced burden for 
BC is 0.0026 Tg equivalent to 2% of the total BC burden. This model calculated values 
compares well with E5/M1-MADE results of 0.122 Tg with ship contribution of 1.4% of the 
total BC burden.  For POM the total burden is 1.1598 Tg and 1.1536 Tg, and the shipping 
contribution for POM is 0.0062 Tg equivalent to 0.5% of the total POM burden. 
Comparatively this model value is slightly higher than E5/M1-MADE results of 1.047 Tg 
with ship induced of 0.1%. These present- day model calculated values for the BC and POM 
are slightly lower, but at the same order of magnitude with that of 0.14 Tg and 1.31 Tg 
calculated by Seland et al., 2007 with CAM –Oslo. 
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Table (7) the changes of microphysical and radiative parameters due to ship emission with and without POM and 
BC in the no ship emission.  Note the data in rows 4 and 7 are for the changes due to Dentener, where as that of 
rows 5 and 8 are the changes due to Dalsoren, data in row 2 are the changes due to no ship emission. 
 
     SWCF(wm-2)     LWCF(wm-2)  LWP(gm-2)           CDNC(cm-2)        Re(μm) 
-53.686 -53.676 29.1937 29.1936 128.70 128.64 2.388E(+6) 2.384E(+6) 14.42 14.43 
Shipping contribution on parameters with and without pom and bc for Dalsoren and Dentener emission 
-0.063 -0.073 -0.00002 -0.00003 0.18 0.24 0.02577E(+6) 0.02967E(+6) -0.039 -0.046 
-0.121 -0.131 -0.00004 -0.00005 0.31 0.37 0.04456E(+6) 0.04846E(+6) -0.073 -0.081 
Relative and % changes  with and without pom and bc in no ship with Dalsoren and Dentener emission 
-0.010 16% 0.00001 50% 0.06 33% 0.0039E(+6) 15% 0.007 18% 
-0.01 8% 0.00001 50% 0.06 19% 0.0039E(+6) 9% 0.008 11% 
      
 
Table (7) gives the detailed brief explanation on the influence of some of the constituents 
shipping emissions  including POM and BC on the radiative and microphysical properties of 
cloud, where their net effect was to increase the ship induced SWCF by -0.01 Wm-2 
equivalent to 8% and 16% depending upon the inventory. This value of model calculated 
global mean ship induced SWCF due to POM and BC is ten times lower than the contribution 
of only total anthropogenic BC on SWCF (of -0.1 Wm-2) calculated by Kristjansson et al., 
2002.  
 
In the perspective of the difference in geographical distribution of the ship induced SWCF 
with and without POM and BC, figure 13(c)) show the highest difference ranging from -0.1 to 
-0.3Wm-2 is observed over Northern Atlantic Ocean, Mediterranean Sea and South Eastern 
Asia. Most of the traffic areas are mapped up with the difference of -0.05 Wm-2, these areas 
includes Northern Atlantic and Pacific ship, Mediterranean Sea as well as Indian Ocean. 
Whereas SH is characterized by the mapping of less than -0.05Wm-2, again indicating that not 
only for sulphate particles, but the ship induced effects on clouds and climate for  POM and 
BC is also  highly concentrated in NH mid to high latitudes . 
 
 
4.10 Discussion  
From previous sections we have seen that CAM3.0 simulation results for various 
microphysical and radiative parameters (including SWCF) differs with that of other recent 
studies including Lauer et al., 2007, whom used the E5/M1-MADE climate model to 
investigate the impact of ocean - going ships emitted (sulphate) aerosols, on clouds and the 
earth’s radiation budget. Our concern in this section is to suggest or hypothesize and 
providing proved reasons which lead to these intra model differences in estimating the SWCF 
using the same emission inventory. 
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The model simulation results on global mean SWCF are -0.063 Wm-2 for CAM3.0 and -0.19 
Wm-2 for E5/M1-MADE, indicating that the former is about three times lower than the letter. 
This factor of difference is not only for the global mean SWCF, but also for the SWCF over 
specified regions including Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.  
 
Also the total indirect effect for all anthropogenic aerosols is -1.9Wm-2 for CAM3.0 (Hoose et 
al., 2009), and -1.1 Wm-2 to -1.5 Wm-2 for E5/M1-MADE (Lauer et al., 2007), indicating that 
CAM3.0 has higher total anthropogenic indirect effect than E5/M1-MADE. But using 
Dentener emission the % contribution of ship induced AIE to the total indirect effect of 
anthropogenic aerosols for CAM3.0 (3.3% to 6.4%) is lower by a factor of 5 than that of 
E5/M1-MADE (17%). This also supports our argument that E5/M1-MADE is more sensitive 
over Ocean than CAM3.0.  
 
Among the suggested reasons that cause the high sensitivity of E5/M1-MADE over Ocean 
than CAM3.0 is based on aerosols scheme, that E5/M1-MADE has got higher percentage 
increase of accumulation mode size particle number concentration, which act as efficient 
condensation nuclei for cloud droplet formation (Eyring et al., 2009) than CAM3.0. Whereas 
in CAM3.0 aerosol number concentration and size distributions of sulphate (aerosol scheme) 
particles mainly condenses on pre-existing sea salt particles and create relatively few new 
accumulation mode particles which are in suitable size for activation. 
 
In quantifying this (first reason) argument the model (CAM3.0) calculated the percentage 
contribution of accumulation size mode number concentration for the lowest boundary model 
layer over the land masked Atlantic Ocean. The model results show an increase of only 3%, 
where as E5/M1-MADE have the result of 15% (Lauer et al., 2007) increase in this size mode, 
indicating that CAM3.0 result is five times lower.  
 
For the Aitken mode number concentration of exactly less than 0.1 μm, we used the 
nucleation mode size number concentrations which are very important for the model 
(CAM3.0) Storelvmo et al., 2007, and calculate the percentage contribution of these particles. 
The results give an increase of only 9% for CAM3.0, where as E5/M1-MADE have an 
increase of 40% (in approximate ratio of 1:4) for the same area and inventory. For the mean 
geometric diameter of these particles (Aitken less than 0.1µm) over the Atlantic Ocean at 
lower latitude (model levels 23, 24, 25), we used the same particles and the results were the 
decrease from 0.050 µm to 0.055 µm for CAM3.0, where as that of E5/M1-MADE are the 
decrease from 0.05 µm to 0.04 µm depending upon the inventory.  
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Due to the fact that CDNC depends more on the size of CCN and LWC (supper saturation 
level), the above lower boundary microphysical and radiative results play as the main reason 
for the E5/M1-MADE to higher relative and percentage changes in CDNC as well as LWP. 
 
In view of this argument (as the second reason) we have compared the two model results for 
the relative and percentage changes of both microphysical and radiative parameters including 
ΔN and %ΔN, ΔLWP and %ΔLWP and ΔRe and %ΔRe. Using these two models results at 
localized oceanic areas including the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, as presented in tables (3(b) 
and 3(c)). These tables show that the  % changes of CDNC for E5/M1-MADE are (5-10%) 
over Pacific Ocean and (20-30%) over the Atlantic Ocean but for the same areas and levels 
CAM3.0 have lower % changes of (2.92-2.51%) over Pacific Ocean and (3.69-3.19%) over 
Atlantic Ocean.  
 
In case of % changes of cloud LWP for the selected areas E5/M1-MADE has a general 
change of (1-2%) but CAM3.0 has smaller changes of (0.34-0.41%) which are less than 1% 
the lower limit of E5/M1-MADE. For the % changes ΔRe over the selected areas CAM3.0 
have slight higher values than that of E5/M1-MADE. Also tables (2(a), 2(b) and 3(a)) provide 
the same comparison that E5/M1- MADE have higher relative and percentage changes in 
CDNC than CAM3.0, but CAM3.0 have relatively higher changes in Re. 
 
Since it is well agreed that SWCF or (AIE) largely depends on the relative and percentage 
ΔRe and %ΔRe and ΔLWP and %ΔLWP which depends on the change of ΔN and %ΔN. 
These listed parameters are well related by equations (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), that for a fixed value 
of LWC the increase in CDNC should be associated with the increase in column LWP 
followed by the decrease in Re (due to competition effect for the existing LWC) which 
enhances the increase in CA (i.e. due to increase in cloud droplet surface area Kristjansson et 
al., 2002) and hence the cloud shortwave response.  
 
In connection with the conclusions made from sections (4.6.1, 4.5.1 and 4.4.1 and the used 
examples which are supported by  the above mentioned equations we can generally conclude 
that “since E5/M1-MADE has higher relative and percentage  changes in ΔN and %ΔN  
which increases oceanward and higher percentage changes %ΔLWP associated with 
approximately equivalent relative and percentage changes in ΔRe and %ΔRe as CAM3.0, but 
in contrary CAM3.0 has lower changes in ΔN and %ΔN which decreases Oceanward and 
lower percentage changes in %ΔLWP associated with slightly higher changes in ΔRe and 
%ΔRe which increases Oceanward, it is logically acceptable for CAM3.0 results of  SWCF to 
be 3 times lower than that of E5/M1-MADE.” 
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The influence of POM and BC (as the third reason) we have seen from section 4.9 that these 
organics has raised the AIE results from 0.063 Wm-2 to -0.073 Wm-2 indicating that they have 
the contribution of about 0.01Wm-2. On comparing this CAM3.0 result of -0.073 Wm-2 and 
that of  E5/M1-MADE(-0.19 W/m2) you will notice that still E5/M1-MADE result of using 
Dentener shipping inventory is large than for CAM3.0, but the  multiple factor has been 
reduced from 3 times lower to 2.6 times lower. 
 
Hence from these results we conclude that, running the model with POM and BC in the no 
ship emission( i.e. the back ground or pre- industrial emisssions) is another factor or reason 
which contributed the CAM3.0 results to be 3 times lower than that of E5/M1-MADE.      
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

PERTURBATION RESULTS 
                                                    
5.0 Perturbation of cloud parameters with sulphur emission 
 In this chapter we have presented the results of experiment dealt on perturbing the change in 
cloud parameters with the change in sulphur emission. The results of this experiment reflects 
the findings by Taylor et al., 1997 that the impact of the aerosol emitted from ships is very 
dependent on the background cloud microphysical conditions.  
 
In view of this we have perturbed the changes in cloud droplet effective radius (ΔRe), cloud 
droplet concentration number Δ(CDNC) or ΔN, the cloud integrated liquid water path ΔLWP 
and the combined net effect of the changes in their parameters i.e. the short wave cloud 
forcing Δ(SWCF) with the changes in the back ground sulphur emission Δ(SO2) i.e. ship 
induced sulphur emission.  
 
The results reflects great respond of both cloud properties over areas which are clean followed 
by  areas with low emission levels and common ship route areas have shown less response  
 
5.1 Perturbation of cloud droplet number concentration with sulphur emission 
                  Figure 15(a)                                                                                  Figure 15(b) 

                       
Figures 15(a-b) the annual geographical distribution of the perturbation of column (ΔN/ΔSo2) and (ΔRe/ΔSO2)   
changes due to Dalsoren et al., 2008 .Note in  both figure areas white have either zeros or infinitely large values 
(which have been set to be zeros) 
 
The perturbation of sulphur emission with integrated cloud droplet number concentration 
(ΔN/ΔSO2) shows the highest effects over the areas away from shipping routes i.e. areas 
which has little extent of pollution. This is shown figure 15(a) that its highest effects (large 
values) is mapped  over the regions which are out of the shipping routes and remote Oceans, 
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and less effects over the main shipping routes. On this sensitivity experiment the Southern 
Oceans are seen to be more affected as compared to northern Oceans, which in turn (the 
opposite is true) support our argument of having more microphysical and radiative effects due 
to shipping emission on the NH than SH. 
   
5.2 Perturbation with cloud droplet effective radius  
The results of perturbation of (ΔRe/ΔSO2) sensitivity show similar but opposite effect as the 
CDNC, figure 7(b) apart from showing the less effect (reduction in Re) on the remote oceans 
and less frequent shipping areas but also it shows clearly the shipping routes and the intensity 
of their effect at every point especially over the SH. In this figure SH seems to be less 
sensitive to changes in effective radius than NH, this is because emission level and the 
changes in radius due to shipping is very small over most remote Oceanic areas including that 
of SH. The highly polluted areas have been more sensitive because the decrease in cloud sizes 
is higher in these areas than in remote and less polluted areas. Otherwise we can conclude that 
the perturbation of changes in cloud droplet effective radius with changes in emission is not a 
good indicator for sensitivity. 
 
5.3 Perturbation with cloud integrated liquid water path. (ΔLWP/ΔSO2)   
The cloud liquid water path is very dependent on the activated CDNC (equation 2 and 4), 
therefore its perturbation changes in sulphur emission is expected to show similar results 
(pattern) to that of CDNC. Figure 16(a) reflects the Taylor’s findings by mapping highly 
polluted areas with low values indicating that they are less sensitive due to their high back 
ground level of CDNC and LWP, where as the remote and less polluted have been mapped 
with high values indicating that they are sensitive to changes in cloud back ground caused by 
injected pollutants from shipping.  This means that the increased response to the increase in 
LWP (due to emission change) over the polluted areas is lower than over the less polluted 
remote Oceanic areas. 
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                        Figure 16(a)                                                              Figure 16 (b) 

 
Figure 16 (a-b); perturbation result in Δ(LPW) by Δ(so2). Note in both figures white are either zeros or infinitely 
large numbers (which has been set to be zeros)  
   
 
5.4 Perturbation with short wave cloud forcing (ΔSWCF/ΔSO2)   
The results of this sensitivity might have been influenced by the sensitivities of both the 
effective radius and the liquid water path to the sulphur emission i.e. (ΔRe/Δso2) and 
(ΔLWP/ΔSo2), and will follow the combined pattern of the two parameters. 
 
The interpretation to the figure 16(b) is that areas with low values are the sensitive ones 
because their value for (ΔSWCF) are low and that of (ΔSO2) are also low causing the lower 
changes but areas which have mapped with high values or less sensitive because the areas 
have got high changes in shortwave cloud forcing induced by high changes in emission 
causing high values to be mapped indicating high back ground emission areas hence the less 
sensitive. Here we also conclude that the perturbation of the changes in SWCF, with the 
changes in emission is not a straight forward indicator for the sensitivity.   
 
 
5.5 Brief summary for this chapter 
 In this chapter we have looked on the respond on the emission change for the areas with low 
back ground cloud properties including the CDNC and LWP, but are associated with high 
values for cloud droplet effective radius. 
 
We have perturbed the ship induced changes in LWP, CDNC, Re and SWCF (ΔCDNC, 
ΔLWP, ΔRe and ΔSWCF) with only sulphur emission from shipping (ΔSO2). The results for 
this perturbation have shown that for ΔCDNC and ΔLWP are in agreement with Taylor’s 
finding that remote areas are more sensitive than common ship traffic areas (in these areas the 
response decreases with the increasing CDNC and LWP). Because these areas have very low 
ship induced changes in LWP and CDNC (refer figure 7(a) and 12(a)) and they are 
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climatologically with less CDNC and LWP due anthropogenic sulphate aerosols, as agreed by 
Kristjansson et al., 2002 that these areas have the integrated LWP due to anthropogenic 
sulphate aerosols of less than 0.5 gm-2  
 
For the perturbation of ship induced effective radius and SWCF over these areas the results 
are either opposite to that of CDNC and LWP because ΔRe, ΔSWCF and ΔSO2 are small 
(refer figure 1(a), figure 9(a) and figure13 (a) as in agreement with Kristjansson et al., 20002, 
or the perturbation of changes of these two parameters with changes in emission is not a 
suitable or direct indicator for the susceptibility experiments. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND FINAL COMMENTS 
 

6.1 Summary of the findings 
In this study we have used the Community Atmosphere Model version three (CAM3.0) to 
investigate the impact of sulphate (emitted from the ocean - going ships) to clouds and 
climate.  Global climate models with double-moment aerosol and detailed cloud microphysics 
schemes CAM3.0 which is particularly well suited for the calculation of aerosol indirect 
effects have allowed the assessment of the aerosol indirect effect due to sulphate particle and 
organics (POM and BC) from the shipping emission to be performed.  The model out puts has 
been detailed analyzed on contexts of annual, seasonal, zonal variations and hemispherical 
fluctuations, where as the geographical distribution of the shipping effects on microphysical 
and radiative properties of clouds has been mapped.  
 
To avoid the cloud microphysical and radiative effects to feed back into the model 
meteorology the offline simulations for the 2001 (present-day conditions) has been conducted. 
In assessing the data (emissions) uncertainty which influence the uncertainty of the results 
(AIE), two shipping emission inventories Dentener et al., 2006 and Dalsoren et al., 2008 have 
been used. The ship induced microphysical and radiative impacts including the particle 
number concentration, size distribution aerosols optical thickness est. has been calculated by 
taking the differences from the runs i.e. the difference between model runs without ship and 
those with ship emissions.  
 
The study have only looked the indirect effect (first kind and second kind but not separately) 
of sulphate emissions from ships. Further more for checking the performance of the model we 
compared the results with that obtained by E5/M1-MADE (Lauer et al., 2007), and suggest 
possible reasons for the difference in the two models results. 
 
The model calculated percentage ship induced sulphate burden is 3.0% to 3.8% of the total 
atmospheric sulphate burden in the simulations with Dentener and Dalsoren emissions. In 
case of BC and POM the ship induced percentage burden are 2.0% and 0.5% of the total BC 
and POM in the atmosphere. On the aspect of number concentration and particle size 
distribution, the study was more interested over the Atlantic Ocean where the results of the 
percentage ship induced accumulation mode particle number concentration near the surface is 
only 3% to 6%, where as for the Aitken mode particle number concentration on the same area 
and level the model results are 9% to 10% indicating small percentage of the ship induced 
particle number concentration suitable for CCN 
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The model result of the relative and percentage decrease of the geometrical mean diameter of 
the Aitken particle (typically less than 0.1µm) over this area is 0.050 µm and 0.055 µm 
equivalent to 3.9% and 4% based on the inventory. 
 
The global mean impact of the emissions from international shipping traffic on the Earth’s 
radiation budget caused by ship induced cloud microphysical properties are -0.063 Wm-2 to -
0.121 Wm-2 for simulations with POM and BC on the model back ground or (pre–industrial 
emission), when removing these particles the impact has risen up to -0.073 Wm-2 and -0.131 
Wm-2 indicating that POM and BC has increased the impacts by -0.01 Wm-2 equivalent to 
16% and 8%. For the frequent shipping traffic areas including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans 
the ship induced impact on the Earth’s radiation budget is -0.188 Wm-2 to -0.242 Wm-2 for 
Atlantic Ocean and -0.143 Wm-2 to -0.185 Wm-2 for Pacific Ocean. These higher values of the 
AIE show the extent to which these areas are susceptible to increase aerosol number 
concentration or burden. 
 
For seasonal variation the highest ship induced impact on the Earth’s radiation budget was 
found on JJA seasonal period with model results of -0.102 Wm-2 to -0.187 Wm-2 for 
simulations with POM and BC and -0.112 Wm-2 to -0.197 Wm-2 for simulations without POM 
and BC. This can not only be explained by the slightly observed northward shift of the 
shipping traffic during this period of the year, but also the increase in CA, amount of radiation 
and insolation time which largely depends on the solar zenith angle.    
 
On the Hemispherical basis the NH have high ship induced influence on the earth’s radiation 
budget, but increased ship traffic to the SH has induced the increase of the impact from -0.021 
Wm-2 to -0.065 Wm-2 for the simulations with POM and BC, and -0.024 Wm-2 to -0.068 Wm-

2 for the simulation without POM and BC, indicating that the increase by a factor of 2.8 to 3.1 
times the impact caused by Dentener shipping emissions. The study has found the global 
mean ship-induced decrease in Re by about 0.0395 µm to 0.0738 µm causing an increase in 
COD by (0.0583 to 0.098) and hence enhance the change in CA by (0.0008 to 0.0016). 
 
Through different sensitivity experiments, the study has found that areas characterized by low 
level liquid water clouds are more affected by shipping traffic (due to their sensitivity to 
increased aerosols number concentration), these areas include North western Pacific Ocean 
(areas of Tehuantepec Bay and Californian Gulf), North western Atlantic Ocean (areas of 
Gulf  of Mexico), and all most the entire north eastern Atlantic  Ocean including areas of 
Baltic and North Sea, English Channel and the coast of Portugal, Spain and the Northwestern 
Africa at the western  boarder of Morocco and Spain where the Mediterranean Sea channels in 
land . For the southern Atlantic, areas of west coast of southern Africa has shown significant 
impact, where as for the Indian Ocean areas of Gulf of Aden est. have been among the 
impacted ones. 
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Apart from the global and season effects also the study investigate the latitudinal impact of 
the shipping emissions, where the results reflects the findings by previous studies including 
Eyring et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2007 and Endresen et al., 2003 that the NH especially at mid 
to high latitude zones has been more affected compared to SH. But the results from Dalsoren 
emission inventory has shown an increase of short wave radiative  effect to about 3.1 times 
that of Dentener emission inventory, indicating the increase of the ship induced pollutants, 
and hence reducing the confidence  of the  idea that the SH is still among pristine areas.  
 
Furthermore the southern high latitudes including the Antarctica which was believed to be 
most pristine has shown a radiative impact of about -0.05 Wm-2 to the Earth’s radiative budget 
over DJF seasonal period, but still it is less affected than the NH Arctic. Over the tropical 
Oceans the study has also found a significant shipping impact with Northern Tropical Oceans 
being more affected than the southern. On the aspect susceptibility due to emission change the 
simulation results reflects the dependency on the back ground emission, where infrequent ship 
traffic areas including the remote Ocean have shown to be more susceptible than the frequent 
ship traffic area. 
 
On comparing the results from other studies dealing with the impact of ship traffic on 
microphysical and radiative properties of cloud and climate (Lauer et al., 2007), the intra    
model results i.e. CAM3.0 and E5/M1-MADE on the ship induced aerosol indirect effect was 
in the ratio of 1:3 (the CAM3.0 results was three times lower than the E5/M1-MADE). 
Among other reasons this has been contributed by CAM3.0 results of low percentage increase 
in accumulation mode number concentration at the Atlantic Ocean (i.e. 3% as to 15% the ratio 
of 1:5), and an increase of only 9% of Aitken size mode (of exactly less than 1µm) than 40% 
of E5/M1-MADE, at the lowest boundary layer above shipping routes. 
 
The study investigated both relative and  percentage changes in CDNC and Re and found that, 
for the same area, level and emission inventory, the E5/M1-MADE have higher oceanward 
increase in relative and percentage changes in CDNC than CAM3.0, which has shown to have 
slightly higher oceanward increase in relative and percentage changes in Re. Based on these 
results the study has found that, the uncertainty on the overall AIE is mainly determined by 
two major factors i.e. emissions inventories and models (model differences in chemistry and 
aerosols activation schemes) 
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6.2 Final comments 
Based on different results from the two used emission inventories and the model comparisons, 
the study comments that the uncertainty on the ship induced AIE is not only brought by the 
uncertainty in shipping emissions inventories, but also the model differences i.e. estimates of 
indirect aerosol forcing are mainly model-based and highly uncertain. 
 
Without doubt this study and the earlier ones including Lauer et al., 2007; Collins et al., 2008 
and Eyring et al., 2009, has come to a common point that emission totals due to shipping 
traffic are increasing causing the increase in AIE which have a great influence to the 
redistribution of the balanced earths radiation budget and hence affect the climate system, so 
there is a need to reduce ship induced emission levels. 
 
Though there is an increasing concern in the study of ship induced influence on clouds and 
climate, there are more challenges including standard and common guidelines for modeling of 
ship emission inventory, detailed modeled aerosols schemes with in significant intra model 
variability and extensive knowledge of aerosols behavior in different atmospheric conditions 
(aerosols show a large variability in their physical, chemical and optical properties). The 
solution to these challenges can reduce the existing uncertainties due to present modeled 
inventories, and modeled aerosols schemes.    
 
For further study on the influence of ship emissions to clouds and climate the study proposes 
the following to be done;              
 
(i) The study has only quantified the influence of ship induced sulphate, BC and POM to 
microphysical and radiative properties of cloud (only indirect effect), since other ship emitted 
particles also have the influence to clouds and climate, there is a need for more research work 
to investigate the total atmosphere (direct and indirect) impact of ship emission using the 
CAM3.0 
 
(ii) SH has shown to be sensitive to emission changes, which are enhanced by annually 
increasing emission rates due to growth of ship traffic (Eyeing et al., 2009) caused by 
increasing world sea trade. Since the atmosphere has no boundaries, more research work is 
required to investigate the influence ship emitted pollutants on clouds and climate over SH. 
But regional climate models (RCM) which can simulate exact SH atmospheric conditions 
should be used instead of global climate models (GCM).                            
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Appendix A 
These map sections have names which have been used in this study at deferent sections of this 
study so we have presented them in for the reader to have a clear image of shipping traffics 
and their effects   
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